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Abstract Between 1963 and 1966, John Cale, Tony Conrad, La Monte Young, Marian Zazeela
and a handful of other collaborators rehearsed together on a daily basis. Held since then in the
archive at Young and Zazeela’s Church Street apartment inNew York City, the tapes of the Theatre
of Eternal Music have become obscure objects of fascination and mystery for experimental music
fans. They have also been at the centre of disputes over the authorial propriety of the drones that they
record. This paper offers a material history of those tapes as they circulate online. By tracking and
organizing the available bootlegs, I trace the ensemble’s changing sonic self-conception as it moved
from a composer-led ensemble supporting Young’s saxophone improvisations to an egalitarian
collective constituted in its dedication to the daily practice of listening from ‘inside the sound’.

The contract that accompanied a reel-to-reel tape of Sunday Morning Blues likely gave
Cornelius Cardew a laugh. It stipulated, his biographer and long-time collaborator
John Tilbury writes,

that the tape be returned ‘immediately on demand’; that Cardew ‘agrees not to perform
the Tape or the actual music recorded on the Tape, publicly or for profit’; that he ‘agrees
not to permit any copy of the Tape or the music on the Tape to be made on tapes or
recorders or any other form of reproduction’, that he ‘agrees not to perform the Tape or
any of the music recorded on the Tape at private gatherings where it has been previously
announced that the Tape shall be performed’; that he ‘agrees not to permit any kind of
performance, copy, or reproduction of the Tape or the music recorded on the Tape,
without the express written consent of the composer’; and so forth.1

In the contract dated 4 May 1967, La Monte Young was carefully defending from free
circulation a recording he had made on 12 January 1964 with his collaborators John
Cale, Tony Conrad, Angus MacLise and Marian Zazeela. Tilbury tells us that Cardew
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felt a ‘genuine commitment to [Young’s] music whilst at the same time keeping the
composer at arm’s length’ in light of Young’s ‘anxiety that his works were being relayed
to the public in a perfunctory and inappropriate fashion’.2 Such anxiety has remained a
hallmark of Young’s perfectionism; a recent profile in theNew York Times tells us that
Young has recorded every single rehearsal and performance of his work that he has
taken part in, though he has only released six commercial recordings of his music.3

Despite Young’s best efforts at containment, Cardew placed little value in the contract.
A few weeks later, Young had to write to Cardew again to remind him of the terms of
the loan: a British listener had written to Young asking how to hear more of his music
after having received a copy of the tape from Cardew.
The effort to limit the free and ‘perfunctory’ circulation of his work has led to Young

issuing many contracts with his collaborators. Conrad and Cale claim that it was such a
contract offered up in 1987 that lifted their collaborative work as the Theatre of Eternal
Music – including the Sunday Morning Blues tape – to its simultaneously mythical and
polemical position. In response to an offered multi-record deal with the record label
Gramavision, Young askedConrad andCale to sign contracts acknowledging their role
on these tapes as performers in music that was composed solely by Young. Both Cale
and Conrad were shocked: as they had always understood it, the Theatre of Eternal
Music took on the name and performed its drones precisely to escape the archaic social
role of the composer in favour of a collective ideal of composition. Indeed, they felt that
tapes like Sunday Morning Blues, though physically held in Young’s Church Street
archive, were their collective property and were available as copies at any time on
request.4 Conrad, Cale and others who have mentioned these contracts have never
been able to show me one as archival evidence; unlike Cardew’s, they were not sent in
the post. As David Rosenboom told me of his own contract with Young after he joined
the re-formed Theatre of Eternal Music in 1969, Young was never in the business of
providing signatories with carbon copies.5

The very need for contracts points to the dangers of magnetic tape as a storage
medium for a composer of Young’s tendencies. When Cardew and Young met at
Darmstadt in 1959, for example, scores would have changed hands readily: clearly
signed by its singular author and empowered through its ontological status as directions
for performance, the score is itself a contract outlining mutual obligations, motivating
analysis or performance under the auratic genius of the above-signed composer. The
subsequent property claims made through such documents are rarely questioned.

2 Tilbury, Cornelius Cardew, 336.
3 M.H.Miller, ‘TheManWhoBrianEnoCalled “theDaddyofUsAll”’,NewYorkTimes, 22 July 2020.

Calling them commercial might be a stretch: Young’s releases are always extremely limited and thus
largely unavailable beyond their initial release. In naming six here I am thinking of the untitled, so-
called ‘BlackAlbum’ (EditionX, 1969),DreamHouse 78 017 00 (Shandar, 1974),TheWell-Tuned Piano
81 X 25 (6:17:50–11:18:59 PM NYC) (Gramavision, 1988), The Second Dream of the High-Tension
Line Stepdown Transformer from the Four Dreams of China (Gramavision, 1991), Just Stompin’: Live at
the Kitchen (Gramavision, 1993) and the Trio for Strings (Dia Art Foundation, 2021).

4 TonyConrad, booklet notes to his CD EarlyMinimalism: VolumeOne (Table of the Elements As-33,
1997), 20.

5 David Rosenboom, conversation with the author, 10 July 2020.
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Magnetic tape is anothermatter altogether.With its lack of a score and its clear focus on
a drone performed and rhythmically supported by five musicians, how are we to
understand the authorial guarantee of Sunday Morning Blues or any of the other tapes
by the Theatre of Eternal Music? Young’s anxieties were perhaps well founded, and a
written contract – one that limited circulation until he found a more appropriate
solution to his authorship problem – was an elegant means of ensuring the legal status
of drones collectively recorded to tape in the absence of authorial documentation. The
legalistic delimitations in the letter to Cardew nevertheless clearly failed Young: already
by 1967 these tapes were circulating beyond his control, arriving in the hands and ears
of listeners unaware of how to account for the propriety of the sounding practice that
they reproduced.
This essay offers a historical account of the tapes of the Theatre of Eternal Music

which have escaped Young’s control to circulate broadly online or as bootleg tapes. I
pay particular attention to each bootleg’s origin to consider the tense relationship
between Young’s claim that he is the sole author of the drones on the tapes and the
insistence by Conrad and Cale that the tapes are material evidence of a collective
politics of authorship. That is, I contend that we can often learn more from the
distribution and source of the recordings than from their musical contents. We still
have nowhere near the 40 hours of tape that Young told Peter Yates about inNovember
1965,6 but recordings of the ensemble circulate online as a result of surreptitious leaks
from other archives and bootlegs made from radio broadcasts. As a result, the Theatre
of Eternal Music engages an enthusiastic community of online fans of experimental
musics who share the recordings in fan-curated albums and massive torrent files that
collect, in total, and despite their profusion of metadata labels, only about ten
recordings from the period 1963–6. It is not in spite of but because of their cloistered
public profile that these tape recordings have drawn such awed admiration. Beginning
in the early 2000s, onlinemusic sharing communities likeNapster and torrent websites
regularly included the group’s music, the famously unwieldy titles often mislabelled by
reticent admirers speaking in hushed tones of these obscure bootlegs as the holy grail of
experimental music.7 ‘How can you upload such fine music in 128kbps?’ one
commenter asked of a 1.6GB torrent file that includes most of the available tapes as
part of a collection of Young’s work. ‘I’m sorry, but that’s just pure destruction of art.’8

While I avoid such reverence, I agree with these online archivists, as well as Young,
Cardew and Conrad, on one central point: in the life of the Theatre of Eternal Music,
it’s all about the tapes. They are much more than just a record of the group’s
performance practice; through their circulation one hears testimony to Young’s
secrecy, his archivists’ distaste for it, the Theatre of Eternal Music’s compositional

6 La Monte Young, letter to Peter Yates, 24 November 1965, UC San Diego Library, Special
Collections & Archives. Peter Yates Papers, 1927–1976 (MSS 14), Box 20, Folder 3.

7 A LaMonte Young thread on the discussion board ‘I LoveMusic’ began on 18 February 2002 and has
remained sporadically active. See <https://www.ilxor.com/ILX/ThreadSelectedControllerServlet?
boardid=41&threadid=4608> (accessed 26 July 2022).

8 Comment posted 27 March 2009 to a broadly shared 1.6GB torrent file called ‘La Monte Young
collection (mp3 128kbps)’. The websiteThe Pirate Baywas readily accessible online for years, though
as a result of the extensive collection of copyrighted material it illegally hosts, the URL changes
regularly if it remains online at all. This comment no longer appeared on the site as of January 2021.
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process and the infeasibility of suppressing music while using it to build an autobio-
graphical narrative. My core argument is that the Theatre of Eternal Music names the
process by which the sole authorship claim of Young was rightly challenged and
authorship was redistributed equitably across all four members of the collective. That
process took place through several interrelated aesthetic and political priorities: the
different, though related, prior impacts of models of textural and organizational
egalitarianism in free jazz opened by Ornette Coleman; the emergent supremacy of
their drone over any single performer’s virtuosity or individuality, even to the point of
timbral indistinction; and their collectivist and deliberative practice of daily rehearsal
and listening.

Bootlegs and tapes, public and private

Above I claim that there are about ten recordings of the Theatre of Eternal Music
circulating online as bootlegs from the period 1963–6; the date of instantiation of
performances under the ensemble’s name (examined below) and the changing roster of
performer-participants creates some difficulty in offering an exact count. I focus on
recordings of the quartet of Young, Zazeela, Cale and Conrad because this was the
group that took on the name the Theatre of Eternal Music in late 1964. As I am
concerned about being precise about the activities of this core group between August
1962 and August 1966, I avoid eliding changes in the ensemble’s make-up, perfor-
mance practice or sounding compositions. Amajor fault inwritings about the ensemble
to date has resulted from Young – and subsequently historians who rely on his oral
history – turning the supposedly ‘eternal’ drones that the ensemble performed together
into the foundation of what Branden Joseph criticizes as the ‘metaphysical history of
minimalism’.9 These accounts treat the Theatre of Eternal Music as playing a single
drone written by Young during its whole tenure; this monolith then becomes a
consensual origin of the unchanging or repetitive nature of musical minimalism. My
concern, here and in other writing, is not to challenge the originary importance of the
ensemble’s drones to musical minimalism, but rather to crack open its monolithic
historiography to introduce, in place of Young’s singular drones, a germinal dispute
over the possibilities of collective authorship, and the sonic and discursive framing of
the challenge to singular authority at the foundations of minimalism.10

The sections below split the recordings into three historical eras based on group
constitution, political organization and resulting sound: first, a single tape from 1962;
second, the ‘fast saxophone’ tapes recorded between autumn 1963 and early 1964;

9 Branden W. Joseph, Beyond the Dream Syndicate: Tony Conrad and the Arts after Cage (New York:
Zone Books, 2008), 38.

10 See Nickleson, The Names of Minimalism: Authorship, Art Music, and Historiography in Dispute
(Ann Arbor, MI: University of Michigan Press, 2023), where I consider this authorial challenge as
fundamental to what I label (early) minimalism. Chapter 2 makes much the same argument as this
article, although the two would ideally be read together as a dissensual pair. Whereas this article
focuses entirely on the Theatre of Eternal Music’s tape recordings, the book chapter focuses on the
documentary inscription of the drones as manifestos, essays, concert posters and one score.
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finally, mid-1964 to summer 1966. In the first two periods, Young played sopranino
saxophone and the drone was unamplified; in the third, Young joined in the drone as a
singer, with all members heavily amplified as a means of ‘getting inside the sound’
through sonic disambiguation. An important transition between the second and third
phases, marked by the Pre-Tortoise Dream Music tape of April 1964, is discussed at
length below. Against the above monolithic ideal of Young’s drone ensemble, I track
changes in the group’s sound as members came and went, thus carrying forward the
sound alongside Young, rather than under his direction. The Theatre of Eternal Music
names a very specific collection of performers as well as a performance practice, sound,
and organizational structure, the instantiation of which can be dated specifically to late
1964. Table 1 lists the recordings accounting for date,11 performers involved, length
and origin of the tape (where known). It is not lost on me that I am including the fast
saxophone recordings that Young taped before the Theatre of EternalMusic was named
as such, and leaving out the recordings hemade under that name afterConrad andCale
left, including commercial recordings and performances up to the present.12 I am
interested in group dynamics between Cale, Conrad, Young and Zazeela. In keeping
with the widespread understanding that this group of people constitutes the historically
significant Theatre of Eternal Music, I use that name as a convenient and well-known
appellation while carefully articulating its historical use and appearance. I do not intend
that this focus detract from future research of the later Theatre of EternalMusic, which
was, by contrast, definitively Young’s ensemble.
Categorizing and analysing these tapes raises issues in terms of sound quality, origin

and title. They were originally made with affordable gear in the 1960s, often under the
influence of a lot of drugs; copies were then made from these masters, which were
broadcast on the radio; these broadcasts were then taped over the air by enthusiasts. The
most notable of these broadcasts (though not necessarily the source of the bootlegs
circulating online) was the 24-hour La Monte Young Festival hosted by Brooke Wentz
and broadcast on Young’s forty-ninth birthday in 1984 by New York radio station
WKCR.Michael Gerzon, a young tape enthusiast, recorded the broadcast off the air and
deposited it in the British Library – in spite of some complaints from Young – as part of
his massive collection of tapes.13 As it was the most substantial public presentation of

11 In Table 1 and throughout this article, I use the titles that Young draws from Angus MacLise’s
calendar poem Year, in which he named each day of the calendar year. I also employ Young’s
numerical dating practices such that, for example, 12 January 1964 is rendered 12 I 64.

12 See La Monte Young and Marian Zazeela, The Theatre of Eternal Music, Dream House 78 017 00
(Shandar, 1974).

13 Michael Gerzon, ‘LaMonte [sic] Young Festival, WKCR-FM (1984)’. 6 Betamax cassettes NTSC
stereo. British Library C236/643-648. Henceforth ‘WKCR-FM (1984)’. The complaints in ques-
tion are vague and uncertain. It seems likely that Young raised a complaint with the library about
making the tapes available for listening. Although I arranged in advance of my trip to listen to the
tapes in September 2019, on arrival I was told they were unavailable as they had never been digitized
from the original Betamax. Later that afternoon, I was told that they had in fact been digitized years
earlier (the Gerzon Collection was acquired in 2001), before being held up in a copyright claim. As I
was the first person to enquire about the tapes, it seems likely that someonemade the call only then to
make the recordings available for in-library listening.
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Young’s tape archive as sourced and curated by him, I used Gerzon’s recording of the
WKCR broadcast to confirm details, titles and lengths of the dubious online versions.
Lastly, the multiple generations of copies involved in circulating recordings have often
resulted in them being erroneously re-labelled by online communities of file-sharers,
who themselves build from themethods –who knows which – of those who pressed and
sold real (that is, physical) bootleg LPs, tapes and CDs of the group’s music. Jeremy
Grimshaw notes that Young’s ‘ornamental acoustic taxonomies’ create ‘hermeneutic
intrigue’ for audience members kept in the dark about their meaning.14 It is because of

TABLE 1
RECORDINGS OF THE THEATRE OF ETERNAL MUSIC AVAILABLE ONLINE

Date
MacLise ‘Year’
title

Young &
Zazeela title

Performers/
instruments Length Source

19 X 63 fifth day of the
hammer

B♭ Dorian Blues LMY ss, MZ vd,
AM hd, TC bg,
JC vla

11m 55s Young & Zazeela
(incl. on WKCR)

30 X 63 day of
hummingbird
night

N/A LMY ss, MZ vd,
AM hd; [unsure:]
TC vln?

12m 40s unknown

28 XI 63 the overday N/A LMY ss, MZ vd,
AM hd, TC bg

18m 51s Young & Zazeela
(incl. on WKCR)

17 XII 63 the fire is a
mirror

N/A LMY ss, MZ b gong
& vd, TC bg, JC vla,
TJ sop s

15m 6s Young & Zazeela
(incl. on WKCR)

24 XII 63 third day of yule Early Tuesday
Morning Blues

LMY ss, MZ vd,
JC vla

12m 56s Young & Zazeela
(incl. on WKCR)

12 I 64 the first twelve Sunday Morning
Blues

LMY ss, MZ vd,
AM hd, TC bg,
JC vla

11m 35s Young & Zazeela
(incl. on WKCR)

2 IV 64 day of the holy
mountain

Pre-Tortoise
Dream Music

LMY ss, MZ vd,
TC b strings, JC vla,
TJ sop s

34m 30s Young & Zazeela
(incl. on WKCR)

25 IV 65 day of niagra N/A LMY vd, MZ vd,
TC vln, JC vla,
AM hd

30m 54s Dreyblatt / Table
of the Elements

15 VIII 65 day of the antler N/A LMY vd, MZ vd,
TC vln, JC vla

26m 9s unknown

30 VII 66 [day of the
millstone]

The Celebration
of the Tortoise

LMY vd, MZ vd,
TC vln, TR vd

30m 46s Young & Zazeela
(incl. on WKCR)

LMY = La Monte Young; MZ = Marian Zazeela; AM = Angus MacLise; TC = Tony Conrad; JC = John Cale;
TJ = Terry Jennings; TR = Terry Riley
b = bowed; bg = bowed guitar; hd = hand drums; sop s = soprano saxophone; ss = sopranino saxophone;
vd = voice drone; vla = viola; vln = violin
Note: All lengths refer to the most common circulating bootlegs, not necessarily to the original tape. Many vary with
tape speed.

14 Jeremy Grimshaw, Draw a Straight Line and Follow It: The Music and Mysticism of La Monte Young
(New York: Oxford University Press, 2011), 98.
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these titling practices – that often include idiomatic inscriptions of dates, tuning
practices and other cryptic poetic allusions (often so long that I won’t reproduce any
to make the point)15 – that, for example, a bootleg cassette released by the Velvet
Underground Appreciation Society (and also appearing on the bootlegDer Zweck dieser
Serie ist nicht Unterhaltung) lists ‘B♭ Dorian Blues (The 28th/63 Of the Over Day)
(1963)’. The person or people at the VUAS who created the tape evidently had some
sense of Young’s titling practices, but probably confused his use of just intonation integer
ratios with his dating conventions so that 28 XI 63 (28 November 1963) becomes ‘The
28th/63’.16

Against Young’s ownmystical proclivities, themateriality of these bootlegged tapes is
an integral part of the history of this music, and minimalism more generally. As such,
my attention will be more often on the source of the tapes – their audiences, listeners,
bootleggers, broadcasters and commentators – than on formal analysis of the music
that they contain. It is definitive of this music that most listeners are acquainted with it
through poorly copied MP3s. Indeed, it is perhaps the great irony – or tragedy – of
Young’s career that, directly as a result of his exceedingly high standards of recording
quality and release, most people know this important era of his early career through
multiply transcoded rips of bootleg LPs, cassettes and CDs that were themselves made
from rips of radio broadcasts of music that was, in the first place, made under less than
ideal circumstances. Young sought to stem this circulation, even as early as his 1967
letter to Cardew; the music of the Theatre of Eternal Music is defined by its status as a
collection of fugitive tapes articulating a lo-fi rebuttal to Young’s effort to recreate
pristine, eternal conditions for his work. The tapes attest to the impracticable fiction of
Young’s conception of authorial propriety and sonic purity. I explore this issue as a
music-historical one in relation to their politics of timbral indistinction in the final
section and conclusion.

A brief history of the ensemble

The group that would begin performing under the name the Theatre of Eternal Music
in late 1964 first performed together in a series of concerts held at New York’s 10–4
Gallery in the summer of 1962.17 There, Young drew together a small backing band to
support his extremely fast modal permutations on sopranino saxophone. His rhythmic
acuity was matched by the hand drummer MacLise, and both were supported by vocal
drones sung by a revolving cast that included on different occasions during their
residency Zazeela, Simone Forti and Billy Name. MacLise, Young and Zazeela contin-
ued playing together regularly with other infrequent collaborators. Conrad, a

15 For a list of Young’s works, see <https://www.melafoundation.org/lmyresum.htm> (accessed 26 July
2022).

16 Among other errors, they also list the 1965 tape ‘day of the antler’ as ‘day of the anger (1964)’.
17 The most extended history of the ensemble on its own terms – despite its title placing them under

Young’s direction – is Alan Licht, ‘The History of La Monte Young’s Theatre of Eternal Music’,
Forced Exposure, 16 (1990), 60–9. See also Keith Potter, Four Musical Minimalists (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2000), 67–76, and Grimshaw, Draw a Straight Line, 96–103.
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mathematician and violinist with whom Young had corresponded for years, attended
some of the performances at the 10–4 Gallery and joined the regular rehearsals in the
spring of 1963. TheWelsh musician Cale, a former student of Cardew, became part of
the group the following September on droning viola. Throughout that autumn and
winter, the quintet of Cale (viola and other strings), Conrad (violin and other strings),
MacLise (hand drums), Young (sopranino saxophone) and Zazeela (voice drone) –
often supplemented by Terry Jennings (soprano saxophone) – rehearsed daily and
developed a tripartite textural structure. Young played rapid, modal saxophone permu-
tations modelled on John Coltrane’s ‘sheets of sound’ against MacLise’s erratic, post-
Beat hand drums, and Zazeela, Conrad and Cale sustained an inflexible voiceþstring
drone.18 The drone increased in stability and force over time as the players’ intonation
became more precise, allowing their instruments’ upper harmonics to interlock and
resonate together. In the spring of 1964, following MacLise’s departure from the
ensemble, Young’s saxophone playing became both texturally out of place and har-
monically out of tune as Conrad andCale began heavily amplifying their strings, further
enlivening the drone and its upper harmonics. Young thus joined Zazeela on voice
drone that summer. It was during this period – outlined in more detail below – that all
four members began performing a singular voiceþstring drone in sustained just
intonation and the group took on the collective name the Theatre of Eternal Music.
Occasional performances supplemented daily rehearsals throughout 1964 and 1965
before Cale left the group in December 1965, at which point Terry Riley joined as a
third vocalist. Following a few more performances, the group ceased their regular
rehearsals and performances in August 1966. The daily rehearsals had allowedmembers
collectively to listen to, discuss and uphold their meticulously tuned drone for,
reportedly, hours at a time. Precision was key, as even minute shifts in intonation or
dexterity produced rhythmic beating that Conrad later described as ‘glaring smears
across the surface of the sound’.19 It was during these rehearsals in Young and Zazeela’s
loft at 275Church Street in downtownNewYork thatmost of the tapes available online
were recorded, and subsequently held in their extensive archive.20

In 1987, as part of an intended multi-album contract with Gramavision Records,
Young askedConrad andCale to sign documents recognizing themselves as performers
on their collaborative tapes, with Young as the sole composer. Conrad was incensed
and began an extended and multimedia attack on Young. This included pickets at
Young’s 1990 performances at the North American New Music Festival in Buffalo,

18 Throughout the article, I use the plus sign to attest to the singular goal of the drone while
simultaneously tracking the instrumental and performance forces that constitute it at various points.
I borrow this orthography from Dylan Robinson’s ‘Indigenousþart music’ in Hungry Listening:
Resonant Theory for Indigenous Sound Studies (Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press,
2020). Now a veritable genre in its own right, in the early 1960s drone wasmost often associated with
Indian classical music, only recently available on commercial recording, or with the early music of the
Catholic church. See Barry Shank, The Political Force of Musical Beauty (Durham, NC: Duke
University Press, 2014), 123–8.

19 Conrad, booklet notes to Early Minimalism, 24.
20 Grimshaw describes the layout of their Church Street apartment in Draw a Straight Line, 6–7.
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interviews and writings, including the extensive booklet note essays for Early Minim-
alism: VolumeOne (Table of the Elements, 1997) and Slapping Pythagoras (Table of the
Elements, 1995), the latter of which Grimshaw calls a ‘thinly disguised tirade against
Young’.21 Across these writings, Conrad insists that the ensemble articulated a politico-
aesthetic concern for the drone: it was both of inherent musical interest, and simul-
taneously offered a challenge to the outdated role of the singular composer in that the
group made compositional decisions collectively. Indeed, the drone was a vehicle for
this decision-making process as compositional choices were minimized to include only
which pitches to add to the drone, thus allowing group deliberation rather than
monodirectional instruction from a singular composer to a group of lesser collabora-
tors. Conrad writes that theymanaged to ‘dispense with the score, and thereby with the
authoritarian trappings of composition, but […] retain cultural production in music as
an activity’.22 Generations of musicians working in popular forms, as well as free jazz
artists in their same neighbourhood at the time, had of course done similar work.

When we played together it was always stressed that we existed as a collaboration. Our
work together was exercised ‘inside’ the acoustic environment of the music, and was
always supported by our extended discourse pertinent to each and every small element of
the totality […] Much of the time, we sat inside the sound and helped it to coalesce and
grow around us […] In keeping with the technology of the early 1960s, the score was
replaced by the tape recorder. This, then, was a total displacement of the composer’s role,
from the progenitor of the sound to groundskeeper at its gravesite.23

For Conrad, then, the group’s efforts differed in that they imagined themselves as
staging a revolution within the discursive and organizational realm of art music,
replacing the heteronomous power of the composer with a form of collective auton-
omy, articulated through listening, deliberative discourse and creating the sound as a
space in which to live and work.
Young refused this collectivist and anti-composer articulation of the narrative. The

dispute reached its peak in 2000 when the Table of the Elements record label released,
without Young’s permission, a 1965 tape called Day of Niagara (discussed below).24

Young respondedwith a 27-page open letter attacking the release and Conrad’s position.
In the letter, Young places his own understanding in historical and legal context:

Perhaps in part because of the stability that notation provided, Western music has also
produced the most radical departures from what has been conventionally understood to
be composition. For instance, we have the extreme example of aleatoricmusic, such as the
music of John Cage, in which the composer may instruct the performer to ‘play any
sound,’ yet Cage remains the composer of the sounds performed, albeit not the creator of
the sounds! There is no definition of music composition to be found in Grove’s or

21 Ibid., 100.
22 Conrad, booklet notes to Early Minimalism, 18.
23 Ibid., 19–20.
24 The record label misspelled the title –MacLise’s name for 25 April is ‘day of niagra’ [sic]. I useDay of

Niagara to refer to the Table of the Elements release, and ‘day of niagra’ to refer to the taped
performance.
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Harvard, and we are still researching to see if we can turn up a clear legal definition of
composition. In any case, at the time that The Tortoise and the other works were being
performed by The Theatre of Eternal Music, a work had to be submitted in written form
to be registered with the Copyright Office. Since the Copyright Act revision of 1978,
sound recordings can be used as deposit copies when registeringmusic compositions, and
I have registered the copyright on the composition embodied in the Original sound
recording of ‘April 25, 1965 day of niagra’ [sic] from The Tortoise, His Dreams and
Journeys, aka ‘day of niagara’.25

A discursive eruption ensued, including open letters from both Conrad and composer
and artist Arnold Dreyblatt (who had copied one of Young’s tapes in the 1970s and
given it to JimO’Rourke before it arrived in Conrad’s hands),26 glowing reviews of the
album, stories inTheWire on Conrad, Cale and Young and Zazeela,27 and an overview
in the New York Times.28
Across his writings and interviews, Conrad has consistently argued for the ensemble

as a collective, with their political organization and musical focus interconstituted in
relation to the potential of drone to limit composerly authority. What Young consid-
ered a composer’s inherent rights – that one could write down ‘play any sound’ and
then claim ownership of the sounding result – Conrad marks as a core problem of
Western art music’s authorial concept. In the late 1980s and 1990s, protest became a
central medium for howConrad undertook his work, often focused on public access to
media resources, education and egalitarianism. When Young performed in Buffalo in
April 1990 as part of the North American New Music Festival, Conrad picketed the
venue, holding a placard headed ‘Composer La Monte Young Does Not Understand
“His” Work’.29 A seven-point critique followed, outlining what Conrad considered
Young’s (mis)understanding of the Theatre of Eternal Music, an ensemble that was
‘collaboratively founded’ in 1964, ‘and was so named to deny the Eurocentric

25 LaMonte Young, ‘Notes on the Theatre of EternalMusic andThe Tortoise, His Dreams and Journeys’,
21 July 2000, 14–15. Published online at <https://www.melafoundation.org/theatre.pdf> (accessed
26 July 2022). The copyright Young holds on ‘day of niagra’ was filed on 23 June 2000, about six
weeks after Table of the Elements released Day of Niagara on 9 May. The CD lists ‘Original
compositions and sound recordings [copyright] and [patent] Cale/Conrad/MacLise/Young/Zazeela’.
The different spellings of Niagara/niagra are both [sic] – in MacLise’s calendar poem Year, it is spelt
‘niagra’. We can thus extend my comments above about mislabelling within torrent communities to
the only official release of this music (or, alternatively, to MacLise’s own spelling).

26 Arnold Dreyblatt, ‘Niagara squalls’, The Wire, 199 (September 2000), 6; Conrad, ‘Tony Conrad’s
Response to An open letter to La Monte Young and Tony Conrad’ <https://www.dreyblatt.net/
articles-and-interviews> (accessed 6 July 2022); La Monte Young, ‘On Table of the Elements CD
74 “Day of Niagara” April 25, 1965’, 10 July 2000 <https://www.melafoundation.org/statemen.
htm> (accessed 26 July 2022); and Young, ‘Notes on the Theatre of Eternal Music’.

27 Richard Henderson, ‘Lifting the Veil’, The Wire, 170 (April 1998), 26–33; Mark Webber, ‘Dream
Encounters’, The Wire, 178 (December 1998), 34–45; and Edwin Pouncey, ‘Inside the Dream
Syndicate’, The Wire, 206 (April 2001), 42–9.

28 Peter Margasak, ‘Amid the Drone, a Feud over Who Composed It’, New York Times, 13 August
2000, AR27.

29 The complete text of Conrad’s complaint is included in Brian Duguid, ‘Tony Conrad Interview’,
June 1966, <http://media.hyperreal.org/zines/est/intervs/conrad.html> (accessed 10 September
2020).
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historical/progressivist teleology then represented by the designation composer’. The
group performed ‘carefully structured improvisation and long durations’ in just
intonation, but Young suppressed recordings of their work which he considered
unflattering to him. He subsequently, the placard continues, enacted a ‘conservative
gutting’ of each of these radical elements to instead ‘perpetuate’ the ensemble as solely
‘his exploitative and artistically minded enterprise’. For Conrad, in the wake of Young’s
contractual effort to outline and demarcate legally their hierarchical obligations as
composers and performers, public action became the obvious means by which to bring
to light what he considered Young’s regressive ‘gutting’ of their collective dream.30

The dispute between Young and Conrad was ongoing when the first histories of
minimalism were written, and its terms have thus coloured that history precisely in its
absence:31 first, because the ensemble always appeared as a moment in the biography of
Young; secondly, because Young’s oral history was always the dominant source used by
scholars like Strickland, Mertens, Potter and Schwarz; and thirdly, because nearly every
one of those histories was written after his dispute with Conrad and Cale over the
authorial propriety of their work together.32 Critical perspective on its evaluation thus
requires movement outside the literature of minimalism; in this vein, I have found
recent archival work on experimentalism valuable in framingmy approach. Scholars like
Benjamin Piekut, BrigidCohen, KwamiColeman,MichaelHeller andGeorge E. Lewis
have turned to unconventional archives of improvisedmusics that often lack or refuse to

30 I address the picket at length in The Names of Minimalism.
31 Edward Strickland’sMinimalism: Origins (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 1993) provides

invaluable information about key events in the early years of musical minimalism. In Minimalists
(London: Phaidon, 1996), K. Robert Schwarz relies primarily on first-hand accounts from composers
including Young; like the even earlier WimMertens, Schwarz includes mistakes so egregious about the
Theatre of Eternal Music that they are more likely typos. For example, Schwarz does not nameConrad
among members of the Theatre of Eternal Music (p. 37), and Mertens suggests that the group began
their rehearsals in 1967;WimMertens,AmericanMinimalMusic (London:Kahn&Averill, 1983), 27–
9. Keith Potter (in FourMusical Minimalists, 57–78) and Kyle Gann provide valuable analyses of some
Theatre of Eternal Music tapes in the context of the evolution of Young’s style. See Kyle Gann, ‘The
Outer Edge of Consonance: Snapshots from the Evolution of LaMonte Young’s Tuning Installations’,
Sound and Light: La Monte Young and Marian Zazeela, ed. William Duckworth and Richard Fleming
(Lewisburg, PA: Bucknell University Press, 1996), 152–90.

32 The dispute between Young and Conrad was acknowledged by Keith Potter as it was ongoing in Four
Musical Minimalists, 73–6; he returns to it with added distance in ‘Mapping Early Minimalism’, The
Ashgate Research Companion to Minimalist and Postminimalist Music, ed. Keith Potter, Kyle Gann and
Pwyll ap Siôn (Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2013), especially 29–32. The dispute plays a central role in
Branden Joseph’s and JeremyGrimshaw’s work onConrad and Young, respectively. The present article
is heavily indebted in particular to Grimshaw’s reading of Conrad’s Slapping Pythagoras booklet notes
and Joseph’s historiographical critique of Young. See Joseph, Beyond the Dream Syndicate, and
Grimshaw, Draw a Straight Line. Both scholars worked closely with their subjects and in their private
archives, though the fundamental flaw of earlier authors’ proximity to Young is tempered in these later
books in that the problem of autobiography itself is thematized (as in Joseph, Beyond the Dream
Syndicate, p. 37). Likewise, Grimshaw’s book attests to Young’s litigious nature, as he pushed for a
strong editorial hand during the book’s final revisionswithOxfordUniversity Press. Young nevertheless
revoked all permissions at the last minute. See Grimshaw, Draw a Straight Line, 3–16, and Young’s
response at <www.drawastraightlineandfollowit.com> (accessed 26 July 2022 but no longer available).
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create any archival documentation, thus drawing together a partial picture of experi-
mentalist practices from even the most nebulous primary materials.33 In contrast to
prominent efforts to achieve collective performance and organization during the mid-
1960s – AMM, MEV, the Jazz Composers’ Guild or the Association for the Advance-
ment of CreativeMusicians – there is no clear political position to theTheatre of Eternal
Music that makes it a model of collectivism in music.34 If anything, the ensemble
provides a cautionary tale. It does not seem to be the case that Young was out to assert a
new model of collectivism with sounding drone as the vehicle. That he and Conrad
came into dispute over this fact is both less remarkable than that they ever collaborated
so effectively in the first place and, indeed, a testament to the possibility of close partners
speaking and acting at cross-purposes, even through daily conversation and rehearsal.
The Theatre of Eternal Music offers a rare opportunity through which we can witness,
within a demarcated collaborative network, the transition from an early 1960s
‘composer-led ensemble’ to a mid-1960s collectivist band formation – precisely in its
ambiguity and tension. In the decades since the last of the tapes discussed below was
recorded, in 1966, ‘the Theatre of Eternal Music’ has become recognized as naming a
dialectic between a repressive, anxious and paranoid last grasp at the supreme authority
of the composer and a public-minded egalitarianism grounded in expanding technolo-
gies of circulation and 1960s discourses of collectivism.

‘Somewhere between Bismillah Khan and Ornette Coleman’: intersections
with free jazz, August 1962

In the summer of 1962, Young performed a series of concerts at the 10–4 Gallery in
New York City. When one considers the relevant collaborative networks, audience
constitution and sounding music, these performances draw attention to the close
relationship – largely overlooked – between the ensemble that would become the

33 Benjamin Piekut,Henry Cow: The World Is a Problem (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2019);
Brigid Cohen, ‘Enigmas of the Third Space: Mingus and Varèse at Greenwich House, 1957’, Journal
of the American Musicological Society, 71/1 (2018), 155–211; Kwami Coleman, ‘Free Jazz and the
“New Thing”: Aesthetics, Identity, and Texture, 1960–1966’, Journal of Musicology, 38/3 (2021),
261–95; Michael Heller, Loft Jazz: Improvising New York in the 1970s (Oakland, CA: University of
California Press, 2017); George E. Lewis, A Power Stronger Than Itself: The AACM and American
Experimental Music (Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, 2008).

34 The important issue of improvisation and composition in the Theatre of Eternal Music is not
addressed here; Potter’s overview of the disputes relies productively on this contrast (see FourMusical
Minimalists, 73–6). For further discussion of improvisation in relation to composition during this
period, though not explicitly related to the Theatre of Eternal Music, see George Lewis, ‘Improvised
Music after 1950: Afrological and Eurological Perspectives’, Black Music Research Journal, 16/1
(Spring 1996), 91–122, and A Power Stronger Than Itself. Piekut deals extensively with this issue; he
includes the Theatre of Eternal Music among groups ‘following Cage’s example (or perhaps setting
the example for him)’ by performing in ‘loose, improvisational group formations’. See Experimen-
talism Otherwise: The New York Avant-Garde and Its Limits (Berkeley, CA: University of California
Press, 2011), 16. Lewis and Piekut also explore the issue in the introduction to their co-edited The
Oxford Handbook of Critical Improvisation Studies, 2 vols. (New York: Oxford University Press,
2016).
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Theatre of EternalMusic and the emergent free jazz scene.35 The artistHenry Flynt has
been one of the fewwriters to draw attention to Young’s relationship to free jazz’s major
performers.36 For Flynt, Young’s saxophone performance style, focused on harmonic
stasis, should be considered a third approach to free jazz saxophone alongside Col-
trane’s advanced continuation of conventional changes and Coleman’s move into free-
form improvisation. Young had sent Flynt a letter in 1959 in which he claimed that
‘Coltrane was the most exciting thing to him that was happening at that time and he
also liked Cecil Taylor’. Despite this dual admiration, Young was sceptical towards
Coleman. ‘I liked Coleman a lot,’ Flynt told WKCR host Wentz in 1984, ‘La Monte
didn’t so much.’37

Young’s claimed disinterest nevertheless draws attention to several very close paral-
lels between his career and Coleman’s. First, we can note some close biographical
overlap between the two, including having made the move, both stylistic and geo-
graphical, from theWest Coast cool jazz of the late 1950s to the free jazz of downtown
New York in the years 1959 and 1960. Several acetate recordings of Young’s Los
Angeles jazz quartet from 1955–6make the case that Young did indeed have an affinity
and public engagement with West Coast bop during the mid-1950s.38 The group
consisted of Young on alto saxophone, supported by Dennis Budimir or Buddy
Matlock on guitar, Hal Hollingshead on bass and Billy Higgins on drums. Within a
few years, Higgins became Coleman’s drummer, beginning with his seminal 1959
albums Something Else!!!! and Tomorrow Is the Question, made just prior to the quartet’s
move to New York. Young followed that move a few months later.39 If Young was not
directly influenced by Coleman, he may have been alone; A.B. Spellman wrote that in
1962, New York witnessed an explosion of Coleman-inspired saxophone players.40

Young and Coleman also shared not only some side players but, more importantly,
elements of their musical approach.
The 10–4 Gallery performances remained something of a pre-historical mystery until

quite recently – perhaps in part because accounts of Young’s career take him at his word,

35 See Young, ‘Notes on the Theatre of Eternal Music and The Tortoise, his Dreams and Journeys’, 10.
36 Henry Flynt, ‘La Monte Young in New York, 1960–1962’, Sound and Light, 44–97.
37 Henry Flynt, quoted in ‘WKCR-FM (1984)’. Young has claimed that the two performed together in

Los Angeles; Coleman acknowledged the possibility to Benjamin Piekut while claiming that he has
no specific memory of it. See Piekut, Experimentalism Otherwise, 73.

38 The acetate recordings include standards like All the Things You Are and Get Happy. See Table 2,
below.

39 Higgins was regularly noted by Amiri Baraka as one of the strongest players on the jazz scene of the
early 1960s. In ‘The Jazz Avant-Garde’ he lists bothHiggins andDonCherry as being at the forefront
of their respective instruments (Black Music, p. 73). The essay ‘New York Loft and Coffee Shop Jazz’
from 1963 (Black Music, pp. 92–8) shows that Higgins kept in contact with at least some of his old
collaborators from Los Angeles: the concert Baraka writes about was focused on a trio of Higgins,
Cherry and the bassist Wilbur Ware, who Baraka describes as playing ‘undoubtedly the best’ of the
loft concerts he had seen to that point. ‘Later in the evening, a guitarist came up and played an Indian
Raga, and Cherry and Higgins improvised against its fixed meters producing a music of startling
freshness.’The guitarist, while unnamed, is almost certainly Dennis Budimir, who had recorded with
Ravi Shankar in 1962 on Improvisations and Theme from Pather Panchali (World Pacific Records ST
1416). See LeRoi Jones [Amiri Baraka], Black Music (New York: W Morrow, 1967), 97.

40 A.B. Spellman, Four Lives (Ann Arbor, MI: University of Michigan Press, 1966), 127.
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outlined to RichardKostelanetz in 1966, that by the time of his movement toNewYork,
he had stopped performing jazz.41Conrad has commented on having been at some of the
10–4 Gallery concerts, describing them as ‘hysterical and overwrought’: ‘While Young
played saxophone, (somewhere between Bismillah Khan and Ornette Coleman), Angus
MacLise improvised on bongos, Billy Linich (Billy Name [of Warhol’s Factory])
strummed folk guitar, and Marian Zazeela sang drone.’ He continues, ‘They went on
for hours in overdrive, with frequent breaks for the musicians to refresh themselves
offstage or in the john. The music was formless, expostulatory, meandering; vaguely
modal, arrhythmic, and very unusual; I found it exquisite.’42 The recent discovery of a
copy of a tape recorded at the 26August 1962 performance in the papers of Amiri Baraka
finally provides an opportunity for this ensemble to be heard.43Whether Baraka himself
was present at the concert is unclear;44 what seems likely is that Young or Zazeela gave
him a copy of their own recording of the performance, at which Baraka may or may not
have been originally present. Baraka and Zazeela had already worked together; she
designed the lighting for the 1961 production of his play Eighth Ditch, and was a regular
contributor to the poetry newsletter The Floating Bear, which Baraka edited with Diane
Di Prima.45 When Baraka left his editorship, he was briefly replaced by Billy Name,
another performer in the 10–4 Gallery concerts. These connections multiply in all
directions among the community, which Zazeela described as ‘incestuous’.46

Whereas Conrad found the concerts ‘exquisite’, Baraka was less interested. At some
point in the followingweeks he decided that the concert recordingwas as good as a blank
tape and recorded over most of it with an interview with his friend the saxophonist
Archie Shepp.47 The conversation largely revolves around whiteness and racism in the
jazz industry, referring in particular toBennyGoodman’s 1962 tour of the SovietUnion
as an ambassador for American jazz. Shepp nevertheless highlights his respect for white
players like Coleman’s bassists Charlie Haden and Scott LaFaro. LaFaro plays so well,
Shepp argues, because ‘he must have come face to face with himself at some point and
found himself humble before his own slave’. Of Haden, he similarly notes, ‘The only

41 See Richard Kostelanetz, The Theatre of Mixed Means: An Introduction to Happenings, Kinetic
Environments, and Other Mixed-Means Presentations (New York: Dial Press, 1968), 187.

42 Conrad, booklet notes to Early Minimalism, 14–15.
43 TomMcCutchon, ‘1962: Connecting Amiri Baraka, AngusMacLise and LaMonte Young in Recent

Additions’ (12 May 2017), <https://blogs.cul.columbia.edu/rbml/2017/05/12/young1962>
(accessed 10 September 2020).

44 Jerry Watts notes that Baraka was an active jazz critic at this time, writing for publications including
Down Beat, Jazz and Kulchur. He does not seem to have made a particular point of recording
performances for later review, suggesting that his copy of the tape was given to him by Young and
Zazeela. See Watts, Amiri Baraka: The Politics and Art of a Black Intellectual (New York: New York
University Press, 2001), 114. Nevertheless, it would not be out of character for him to have been at
the performance; Sally Banes considers Baraka one of the central ‘kinship lines’ between the black and
white avant-gardes of the early 1960s. SeeGreenwich Village 1963: Avant-Garde Performance and the
Effervescent Body (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 1993), 25.

45 Diane Di Prima, Recollections of my Life as a Woman: The New York Years (New York: Viking, 2001),
270–1.

46 Marian Zazeela, ‘Maja Rising’, Art Forum, 36/2 (October 1997), 72, 119.
47 The surviving recording of the concert is only 12 minutes long. It appears in the middle of the tape,

with the Shepp interview bookending the performance.
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reason Haden could play that way was because he knew he was playing with black men
and he knew they could play themusic better than he knew it and hewent along with it.’
Such commentary leads Baraka to a question – largely inaudible on the tape – in which
he certainly mentions the name of the white trumpet player Don Ellis and the idea of
‘Happenings’. Shepp’s response is worth quoting at length:

Yeah. I don’t put Ellis down because of professional ethics or some shit like that. As far as
Happenings are concerned, I feel free to talk about them and I think that’s anti-jazz. And I
think that it’s being created, for the most part, by people who realize, unfortunately, that
they’ll never be able to play jazz. They try to create another image in its place, or else to
destroy the aesthetic qualities or the beauties of jazz vicariously through these negative
images. Happenings, you know. And again, I think it’s because many whites have never
been able to come to grips with theAmerican reality with themselves andwith the fact that
the negro has seen them probably much better than they see themselves, you know?48

Anti-jazz had become a common term in the white-authored and -owned jazz press to
label the work of ‘New Thing’ and free jazz players like Coltrane, Coleman, Taylor,
Shepp and Eric Dolphy.49 In particular, white critics like JohnTynan were troubled by
these artists’ ‘anarchic’ refusal to swing. The response from contemporary black critics
is best summarized in Spellman’s response to these white critics: ‘What does anti-jazz
mean and who are these ofays who’ve appointed themselves guardians of last year’s
blues?’50 Shepp’s use of the term ‘anti-jazz’ redirects the discursive energy; while taking
care to note white players whom he respects, specifically for their humility before black
collaborators, Shepp insists that ‘Happenings’ are jazz-adjacent performances by white
players out to destroy jazz. In the summer of 1962, likely during the weeks of Young’s
residency at the 10–4 Gallery, and perhaps in relation to having heard the tape over
which his words were being recorded, Shepp is likely commenting directly on trends in
performance potentially represented by Young’s quartet.
The fragment of the 26 August performance remaining on the tape shows a clear

push and pull between two trajectories: remainders from more song-oriented bebop
that Young performed in Los Angeles during the mid-1950s, and emergent trends in
New York’s free jazz. He has transitioned from alto to sopranino saxophone, first of all;
and rather than soloing over changes as on the Los Angeles recordings, he draws on
Coltrane, aspiring to make a chordal aggregate hum through his ‘extremely fast sets of
combination permutations’.51 Moreover, Young’s playing expands in the 1962 tape
into the squealed, vocally inflected shrieks and extended techniques so fundamental to

48 Archie Shepp interviewed by Amiri Baraka, on ‘LaMonte Young Concert, August 26, 1962’, tape
recording. Archival Collections, Rare Book & Manuscript Library, Columbia University, Amiri
Baraka papers, 1945–2015, bulk 1970s–2000s, Series VIII: Audio/Visual, 1959–2007, Audiocas-
settes, 1959–2003, Box 91, 0026818566. Author’s transcription.

49 See Coleman, ‘Free Jazz and the “New Thing”’. See also Iain Anderson, This is our Music: Free Jazz,
the Sixties, and American Culture (Philadelphia, PA: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2007), 73;
Lewis, A Power Stronger Than Itself, 44–9. Lewis points to John Coltrane and Eric Dolphy in the
12 April 1962 issue of Down Beat, a few months before the 10–4 Gallery performances.

50 Quoted in Baraka, Black Music, 18.
51 Young, ‘Notes on the Theatre of Eternal Music’, 10.
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the New Thing sound. This timbral experimentation is balanced by a formal design
that indicates, in brief, a relationship to Young’s earlier jazz affiliations. A four-minute
span (about one third of the total twelve-minute fragment on Baraka’s tape) finds
Young sitting out (something that never happens in the available Theatre of Eternal
Music tapes). During this gap, the two vocalists briefly take on a more active role,
moving through vowel formants to alter the timbre and overtones of their voices. This
‘drone solo’ is only brief: after Young’s departure has left the voices alone for about ten
seconds, MacLise re-enters quietly. Little of MacLise’s erratic performance was ever
supportive of Young in any conventional sense, but this is certainly now a solo.
MacLise’s improvisation is full of interspersed gaps in which the voices fill the silence
with pulsating, buzzing, slightly dissonant, unison droning, more active than what had
happened in the full ensemble texture. While certainly not in a conventional bop
framework, texturally and formally this certainly recalls traded solos, just as a slow
melodic fragment – F–A♭–G–E♭ at 21:32 on the Baraka tape – points to the possibility
of a head motif or at least thematic material from which the group was working.
It is impossible to determine the form of an hour-long performance from a 12-

minute fragment, but the theme-like content and the traded solos – as well as Young’s
stated improvisatory predilections at the time – suggest that the performance was likely
a more or less conventional song form on an expanded durational scale.52 The tape
reveals a push and pull from two directions, neither of which is art music: on the one
hand, the group is still emerging out of the mellow, tonal and song-form-reminiscent
West Coast jazz of the late 1950s; on the other, they are drawn towards current trends
in the emergent free jazz. The music performed at the 10–4 Gallery takes place solidly
within the discursive, sonic and social world of downtown jazz in 1962. The difference
is that it was presented by a white ensemble, in an art gallery, to a likely predominantly
white audience as a concert of avant-garde music.
It is precisely this kind of fugitive escape from the closed Young–Zazeela archive –

the discovery of a tape copy in an unexpected archive – that I insist we must follow to
pull together an effective history of the Theatre of Eternal Music. While hearing
Young’s saxophone playing and textural conception in the summer of 1962 is valuable
in itself, we gain even more from the recognition that Baraka had a copy of the tape –
and, moreover, that he placed little value on it. Such context has been absent in past
writing on the ensemble. One can certainly listen to the 10–4 Gallery performance for
how it predicts aspects of the group’s later work – a particularly compelling option for
scholars who have taken Young’s claim about leaving jazz behind when he moved to
New York as an interpretative imperative rather than a bit of misdirection. But
attention to the material history of this tape insists upon the group’s tense entangle-
ment with the black avant-garde. Those elements of the group’s later sound evident in
the tape, then, should be heard as inseparable from textural, timbral and formal
concepts inherited from free jazz. For players like Coleman or Shepp these practices

52 Improvisational duets recorded a few months earlier in January 1962 with both Terry Jennings and
Henry Flynt (with Young on the piano in both cases) were rather formless; Flynt (‘WKCR-FM
(1984)’) tells Brooke Wentz, ‘We could’ve played forever.’
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were the musical trace of political attachment to racial equality. As Stephen Rush has
argued, Coleman’s harmolodics has often perplexed readers because it is not a purely
formalist-musical concept, but it is simultaneously about racial equality. It has as much
to do with band hierarchy – indeed, hierarchy in general – as it does with improvisation
and harmonic thinking: ‘Harmolodics is about race. It is about human equality.
Equality of tones is about race.’53 More recently, Kwami Coleman has rethought
Ornette Coleman’s contributions on his 1960 album Free Jazz through the contrast
between Eurocentric critical concerns for polyphony (as an imperative to assimilate
textural difference into a cohesive order) and heterophony as ‘the dense and opaque
sound of decentralized simultaneity’. Indeed, Kwami Coleman clearly articulates how
white critics of free jazz aspired to separate the music from ‘the social reality of black
musicians’ so as to then reunite them by understanding the music as ‘“noise” that […]
could only be explained in the racialized terms of black grievances’.54

I contend that with the 10–4 Gallery performances, Young followed a parallel
white (mis)reading of Ornette Coleman’s proposed integration of the relationship
between political and aesthetic organizational praxis. While the two musics differ
markedly, Young and his collaborators followed Coleman’s heterophonic ideal under
a collective nomination, oriented towards musical drone rather than a post-bop
improvisatory framework. They ignored the racial motivations, choosing instead to
treat the formal elements as their own apolitical formalist-positive musical concepts.
Baraka warned readers in 1963 about precisely this modality of appropriation.White
artists tend to treat black responses to given conditions as ‘universal’ formal ideals;
they approach ‘jazz as an art […] that has come out of no intelligent body of socio-
cultural philosophy’.55 As I will continue to show, Young’s group had moved away
from any direct audible connection to free jazz by 1963 and 1964. Nevertheless, the
Theatre of Eternal Music drew upon this heterophonic or harmolodic ideal as part of
its collectivist poetics; that is to say that the group’s collectivism and heterophony
find not only a more compelling musical genealogy but even a more cohesive political
one by being read through this connection to post-Coleman jazz rather than through
Cageanism and Fluxus. By the time the band began using the collective name in
1964, Young’s ideas about group interaction will have been severed from their racial,
stylistic and political underpinnings. Young can join the many white avant-gardists
of this period whomGeorge Lewis has discussed in distancing themselves from jazz as
a label while holding tight to its many conceptual innovations as pure formalisms.56 I
am hesitant to treat the group’s borrowing from Coleman as pure appropriation,
because I think there is something like a political influence occurring here – an effort
to recognize and extend the revelations of Coleman’s band-concept; to treat him, in a
sense, as a ‘theorist’ of their sound. At the same time, one cannot deny the structural
inequalities in play when we consider that Young could put on such performances

53 Stephen Rush, Free Jazz, Harmolodics, and Ornette Coleman (New York: Routledge, 2016), 8.
54 Coleman, ‘Free Jazz and the “New Thing”’, 276.
55 Amiri Baraka, ‘Jazz and the White Critic [1963]’, Black Music, 14.
56 Lewis, ‘Improvised Music after 1950’, especially 104–5.
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free of the accusations of simply expressing racial grievance.57 Around the time of
these performances, Coleman’s self-produced 1962 performance at New York’s
TownHall included not only his new trio, but also a string quartet that he composed
as part of a broader effort to escape the confines of ‘jazz’ discourse and institutions.58

The attendant frustrations and difficulties of leaving jazz behind as a black experi-
mentalist in 1962 contributed to his resigning entirely from public performance for
two years.

The fast saxophone tapes: October 1963–January 1964

We get a clear sense of Young’s understanding of the Theatre of Eternal Music, and his
mobilization of his tape archive to represent it, from a 24-hour radio broadcast on
New York’s WKCR in celebration of Young’s forty-ninth birthday. Programme host
Wentz was rather prophetic when she told listeners at the start of the show, ‘Tonight
you’ll hear lots of music never before heard, and possibly never to be heard again.’59

Wentz heroically guided listeners through the entire marathon, joined by a range of
guests including Young and Zazeela, Riley, Flynt, Daniel Wolf, C. C. Hennix and
others. A substantial portion of the broadcast was given over to tapes of Young’s fast
saxophone music, which all participants regularly referred to under the name the
Theatre of Eternal Music, including six tapes in the early hours of the show and then –
in the only instance of this in the broadcast – a reprise of three of them later on when
Young and Zazeela joined the broadcast. (‘The Celebration of the Tortoise’was played
on its own late in the show.) Table 2 lists the recordings aired on the broadcast; while it
includes some of Young’s official releases and material commonly available online as
bootlegs, it also includes rare material still not circulating online, including the
recordings of Young’s 1955–6 jazz quartet discussed above, and Young’s January
1962 piano improvisations alongside Flynt (on the violin) or Jennings (on the soprano
saxophone).60

Hennix introduces the Theatre of Eternal Music recordings by noting the influ-
ence of Coltrane: ‘The idea of playing in modal scales on a short saxophone and for a
long and very intense time was established by John Coltrane and picked up by La
Monte in a very particular way.’ To best exemplify this, Hennix suggests they listen
first to ‘third day of yule’, as it features a pared-down ensemble of Young on
sopranino saxophone, Zazeela on voice drone and John Cale on viola. (This is the
only recording from 1963–6 that does not feature Conrad, and thus also the only one

57 I think here too of the frequent claims that following Fluxus loft performances, Young would often
play extended blues progressions on the piano. On the one hand, we need to consider that such a
performance is always considered something he did after a performance – something that has to be
externalized to define Fluxus. On the other, wemust question whether there is any context in which a
black artist, in 1960 or 1961, could have possibly played infinitely repeating blues progressions and
had it register as an avant-garde gesture.

58 SeeMaria Golia,Ornette Coleman: The Territory and the Adventure (London: Reaktion Books, 2020).
59 ‘WKCR-FM (1984)’.
60 The absence of these pieces from online sites suggests that theWKCR broadcast is not the sole source

of the bootlegs.
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that features Cale without Conrad.) The recording, at just under 13minutes, fades in
with Zazeela joining Cale’s drone and then, a few seconds later, Young joining
immediately in fast saxophone mode; this is paralleled at the conclusion as Young
drops out about 14 seconds before the end of the tape, followed by Zazeela and
then Cale. Hennix encourages the audience to listen to Young’s ‘rhythm’ and his
‘technique of phrasing’, meaning the incredible speed of his unmetered, modal
playing. Against the image of performances lasting for hours on end, the tape is a
reminder that the group also regularly performed brief explorations of the drone and
permutations concept.
While ‘third day of yule’ was not the earliest recording chronologically, Hennix

introduces it first to listeners of the WKCR broadcast because of its drastically pared-
down texture. The presence of MacLise on the drums, Hennix notes, ‘will increase the
complexity of the music enormously which you may not be prepared for if you haven’t
heard La Monte without percussion first’.61 When introducing the ensemble before
the next tape, ‘19 X 63 / fifth day of the hammer’, Hennix sounds uncertain about
those present: ‘So let us now introduce Angus MacLise on hand drums and La Monte
Young on sopranino saxophone and I guess who else is on this tape, it’s John Cale and
Tony Conrad, what about Terry Jennings or Terry Riley?’ Wentz offers the correct
personnel, presumably reading from Young’s notes on the tapes: Young (sopranino),
Zazeela (voice drone), Conrad (bowed guitar), Cale (viola) andMacLise (hand drums),
and then they begin the tape. ‘fifth day of the hammer’ does not capture a complete
performance – most online versions fade out around the 12-minute mark. The
background drone is fuller than that of ‘third day of yule’ thanks to the additional
presence of Conrad’s bowed strings. Indeed, Conrad, Cale andZazeela’s drone requires
heightened attention to parse distinct instruments or performers – something that will
become a definitive theme of their work later. Hennix’s tentative reporting onConrad’s
presence, and indeed choosing as a first tape the only one from which he was absent,
suggests that the dispute between Young and Conrad had already begun creeping in
even as early as 1984.
‘the fire is a mirror’ stands entirely apart from the other tapes as Cale, Conrad,

Jennings, MacLise and Young perform alongside Zazeela on a bowed gong rather than
her usual vocal drone.62 The complex harmonics produced by the gong (a gift from the
sculptor Robert Morris) make it even more difficult to recognize individual instru-
ments on this tape, apart from Young’s saxophone. Indeed, the strings are mostly
audible in how they alter the overtones present on the recording: the atmosphere

61 ‘third day of yule’ is also the only tape on which Conrad is absent. It is perhaps for this reason that it is
one of Young’s preferred performances; he wrote in 2000 that it was slated for release on the
abandoned Gramavision LP ‘The Blues According to Pandit Pran Nath, Terry Riley, and La Monte
Young’. Young, ‘Notes on the Theatre of Eternal Music’, 16.

62 ‘the fire is a mirror’ remains a relative rarity in file-sharing circles, though it is included on ‘WKCR-
FM (1984)’; it begins around 47 minutes into the YouTube video ‘LaMonte Young & The Theatre
of Eternal Music “The Fire Is A Mirror” 1963’ (accessed 11 March 2020; no longer available in July
2022). Files circulating online under this name are actually a tape made the day before, ‘16 XII 63 /
hrungrir’s heart’ – one of Young and Zazeela’s bowed gong duets.
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TABLE 2
TRACK LIST FOR WKCR-FM 89.9 LA MONTE YOUNG FESTIVAL (1984)63

[opens with brief excerpt from The Well-Tuned Piano]

1. ‘All the Things You Are’ – LaMonte Young (alto saxophone), Dennis Budimir (guitar), Hal Hollingshead (bass),
Billy Higgins (drums)

2. Three drummerless jazz trio recordings – Young (alto saxophone), Budimir (guitar), Hollingshead (bass):
‘There Will Never Be Another You’
‘Get Happy’
‘You Go to my Head’

3. Five quartet recordings –Young (alto saxophone), Hollingshead (bass), Higgins (drums), BuddyMatlock (guitar):
‘All the Things You Are’
‘Half Nelson’ (Miles Davis)
‘Jordu’ (Duke Jordan)
‘Get Happy’
‘There Will Never Be Another You’

4. Blues in B♭ (recorded 31 January 1962) – Young (piano), Terry Jennings (alto saxophone)
5. Improvisation (recorded January 1962) – Young (piano), Henry Flynt (violin)
6. Blues in B♭ (recorded Spring 1962) – Young (piano), Jennings (alto saxophone)
7. Terry Jennings, Tune in E (recorded 12 January 1968) – Young (piano), Jennings (soprano saxophone)
8. ‘third day of yule’ / ‘Early Tuesday Morning Blues’
9. ‘fifth day of the hammer’ / ‘B♭ Dorian Blues’
10. ‘the overday’
11. ‘the first twelve’ / ‘Sunday Morning Blues’
12. ‘day of the holy mountain’ / ‘Pre-Tortoise Dream Music’
13. ‘the fire is a mirror’
14. ‘The Volga Delta’ (from Studies in the Bowed Disc) (half-speed version)
15. Drift Study (1968)
16. Composition 1960 #8 with Lecture 1960 (recorded Autumn 1960) – Young reading, with Robert Dunn

realization of #8 by rubbing an ashtray on piano strings
17. The Second Dream of the High-Tension Line Stepdown Transformer from the Four Dreams of China (recorded 14

October 1984) – Rhys Chatham, Rick Albini, Steve Haynes, Ben Neil (trumpets).
18. Prelude in F Minor (1957) – Michael Serrat (piano)
19. Fugue in E♭ (1959; recorded 1980) – Pickup Brass Quartet
20. Sarabande for brass (1959)
21. Sarabande for piano (1959; recorded 1980)
22. Study No. 1 (1951; recorded 1980)
23. Raga Bhairav (recorded 1984) – Young (voice and tambura), Marian Zazeela (voice and tambura), Ray Spiegel

(tabla)
24. 1698 for Henry Flynt (recorded 1960)
25. Two Sounds
26. Vision (first broadcast on KPFA Los Angeles in 1959)
27. Poem for Tables, Chairs, Benches, etc. (4 seconds long) – Young
28. Poem for Tables, Chairs, Benches, etc. Chamber version (recorded September 1960)
29. Jackson MacLow reading some of the Compositions 1960
30. Variations for Alto Flute, Bassoon, Harp, and String Trio (1957; recorded February 1976)
31. For Guitar (1958; performed 1979) – Ned Sublette (guitar)
32. For Brass (1957)
33. Trio for Strings (1958) (recorded September 1982)
34. The Celebration of the Tortoise
35. Map of 49’s Dream (from Dream House 78017 00)
36. Drift Study (excerpt) (1973, from Dream House 78017 00)

63 Author’s transcription from ‘WKCR-FM (1984)’.
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shimmers with shifts in bow pressure, dynamics or pitch as the strings play on what
little audible space is left for them within the gong’s sound spectrum. Despite the
overwhelming impact of Zazeela’s bowed gong, the tape also paradoxically calls to
attention the incredible importance of her strong, firm vocal drone on all other tapes.
Indeed, the only unifying sonic element across all of the tapes discussed in this article
(with the exception of the bowed gong tape) is Zazeela’s unwavering voice, which
Conrad described to me as ‘very fucking good’.64 This is particularly clear on ‘12 I 64 /
the first twelve / Sunday Morning Blues’, probably the most widely shared Theatre of
Eternal Music tape. The drone is on an equal standing in the mix with Young’s
saxophone through the force of Zazeela’s voice, which on various tapes can range from
near inaudibility, perhaps indistinguishable from the strings, to pervasively sounding a
bee-like buzzing that overpowers everything else, as here. Young briefly drops out
around six and a half minutes into this performance, but Zazeela’s voice is unwavering,
as are MacLise’s percussion and the uncommonly active playing from Conrad, who
(uniquely, compared with all other tapes) abandons the held drone in favour of frantic,
driving bowing. When Young returns at 7:00, Cale joins him, delivering a strong, low
fundamental on E♭. At about eleven and a half minutes, the tape fades out over a quiet
drone and sporadic strikes fromMacLise. Potter describes the tape as 29 minutes long
and in a three-part structure; the bootlegs available online thus give only a partial
glimpse of the total recording length.65

While no known bootleg lasts for more than about thirty minutes, online commu-
nities of fans have consistently simulated the ensemble’s supposed tradition of per-
forming for hours at a time by editing together selections of fast saxophone tapes. For
example, a video formerly uploaded to YouTube under the title ‘the fire is a mirror
1963’ creates the impression of a single, hour-long performance by editing together
four distinct tapes: ‘third day of yule’, ‘fifth day of the hammer’, ‘the overday’ and ‘the

37. Map of 49’s Dream (recorded 1975) – Young (voice), Zazeela (voice and frequency generators, projection and
light), Alex Dia (voice), Sharon Stone (voice), Jon Hassel (horn), Wayne Forrest (tuba), DeFrancia Evans
(projections), Elizabeth Bick (projections), unnamed technical producer

38. The 45 Beat Blues (recorded 31 January 1962) – Young (piano), Jennings (alto saxophone)
39. ‘fifth day of the hammer’ / ‘B♭ Dorian Blues’
40. ‘third day of yule’ / ‘Early Tuesday Morning Blues’
41. ‘day of the holy mountain’ / ‘Pre-Tortoise Dream Music’
42. The Well-Tuned Piano (about 15 minutes of 1964 tape)
43. Raga Bhupali
44. [2-hour panel discussion]
45. The Well-Tuned Piano

64 Tony Conrad, conversation with the author, 27 August 2015.
65 Two versions of Sunday Morning Blues of slightly different lengths circulate online. The first is c.

14:05 and begins with a two-and-a-half-minute German introduction; the music then begins at the
same point, faded in, as does a recording that does not include the German introduction (length:
12:07). The difference in length of c. 30 seconds is due to a slight difference in tape reproduction
speed, with the shorter recording sounding almost a semitone higher.
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fire is a mirror’.66 The pieces are notably in the same order (with omissions) as the
portion of the WKCR broadcast devoted to the fast saxophone music.67 These (meta)
bootlegs – taken down as fast as they appear on sites like YouTube – show that
members of the online community were sufficiently engaged with the mythology of
this music not only to promulgate its circulation, but also to compile the tapes into
fictionalized, extended performances that aim to reflect the rumoured hours-long
concerts.68 The level of ownership of and responsibility for the music that online
communities have shown raises ontological questions about these tapes: must we
consider the short versions of ‘the first twelve’ that circulate broadly among numerous
fans to be ‘unofficial’ or incomplete versions simply because of the existence of a tape in
Young’s archive only heard by a handful of loyal scholars and ‘disciples’?
These fast saxophone tapes define the public perception of the Theatre of Eternal

Music. TheWKCR broadcast suggests that we should consider many of the circulating
bootlegs as representing Young’s curated selection for broadcast, rather than as random
scraps that mysteriously escaped from Young’s archive into public attention. They are
thus examples of which recordings best represent their work together and, importantly,
his narrative of it. Even in advance of the ensemble taking on the collective name, or the
sonic and organizational characteristics that impelled them to do so (discussed below),
the fast saxophone tapes represent the major body of work associated with the
collaborative and drone-oriented activities undertaken by Cale, Conrad, Young and
Zazeela in the mid-1960s. What’s more, these tapes make up more than half of the
recordings by the quartet and their accomplices circulating online. The tapes’ stylistic
consistency and their strong representation in the unofficial archives stands in contrast
to the rest of the available archival tapes.We can surmise, then, that it is these tapes that
Young considers representative of his collaboration with Conrad, Cale and Zazeela.
During this period the groupwas indisputably a droning vehicle for upholding Young’s
sopranino saxophone improvisations, as historians, and Young himself, have claimed,
and they were not yet using the collective nomination. It was only frommid-1964 that
the balance shifted both musically and politically.

66 As of February 2020, this had had themost views of any Theatre of EternalMusic video on YouTube,
but as of September 2020 it had been deleted for copyright violations.

67 Several bootlegs use the name ‘day of the holy mountain,’ including a four-track CD credited to the
Dream Syndicate with the title Fury of Light/Furnace of Angels (Part 1: 1958–1965). The four tapes
edited together are ‘day of the holy mountain / Pre-Tortoise Dream Music’ (discussed below), ‘the
overday’ (broadcast onWKCR), ‘day of hummingbird night’ (unknown source) and ‘fifth day of the
hammer’ (broadcast on WKCR).

68 The box of Amiri Baraka’s 1962 bootleg tape claims that it was the ‘first hour’ of the performance at
the 10–4 Gallery; issues 26 and 27 (October and November 1963) of Floating Bearmagazine (which
Baraka had recently stopped editing) both include advertisements for an ‘Hour Tape’ by Young,
MacLise, Zazeela and Conrad, care of their recording engineer Robert Adler. That Cale is not
included suggests that the tape was recorded between May and September 1963. These lengths may
have more to do with magnetic tape limitations than with the duration of their performances and
rehearsals.
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Pre-Tortoise Dream Music: ‘2 IV 1964 / day of the holy mountain’

In the three months of archival silence that follow ‘the first twelve’, the group under-
went many changes in performance forces. In February, MacLise left New York to
travel to India and Morocco, forcing the remaining members to rethink their organi-
zation. Conrad, who had recently graduated from Harvard in mathematics, had over
the previous year introduced his collaborators to the means by which just intonation
renders pitches as whole number ratios. This contribution already had a decisive
impact on how Cale, Conrad and Zazeela understood their choice of pitches. Now
Young began sustaining pitches on his saxophone for longer durations in place of his
earlier rapid modal permutations as a means of participating in the new orientation
towards just intonation. On 29 February, Youngmade his first venture into composing
through numerical tuning ratios, and on 23 March he retuned his spinet piano into
something resembling the tuning system later used in his composition Well-Tuned
Piano.69 That is, he continued solo, compositional work inspired by but separate from
the collaborative work of the Theatre of EternalMusic. A few days later, on the night of
2–3 April 1964 (‘day of the holy mountain’ in MacLise’s calendar, which they
continued to use in his absence) Cale, Conrad, Jennings, Young and Zazeela recorded
another tape that was included in the WKCR marathon. I contend that this tape,
which Young and Zazeela have retroactively titled ‘Pre-Tortoise DreamMusic’, marks
a boundary between Young’s early composer-led ensemble and the emergent, collec-
tivist drone band that would take on the name the Theatre of Eternal Music a few
months later.
Despite relying on essentially the same players, the band’s harmonic and textural

conception has changed on ‘2 IV 1964 / day of the holy mountain’. In place of an
ensemble of droning musicians supporting rhythmically driven duelling improvisa-
tions by sopranino saxophone and hand drums, the sound is now centred on a drone
around which Young and Jennings weave a melodic line of long, sustained pitches. In
his 2000 open letter, Young writes, ‘Without the excitement of [MacLise’s] remarkable
drumming technique to play my saxophone rhythms against, I discontinued the
rhythmic element.’He continues, ‘[C]arrying on the inspiration of my previous work
with sustained tones, I began to hold longer sustained tones on saxophone.’70 Kyle
Gann has shown that Young’s performance of a long, repeated melody drastically
increases the number of pitches used per octave in contrast to the earlier recordings’ fast
modal permutations. The tape also includes the first appearance of Young’s lifelong
interest in the thirty-first partial.71 Impressive as Young’s playing and Gann’s analysis

69 Young, ‘Note on the Theatre of Eternal Music’. See also Kyle Gann, ‘La Monte Young’s The Well-
Tuned Piano’, Perspectives of New Music, 31/1 (Winter 1993), 134–62.

70 Young, ‘Notes on the Theatre of Eternal Music,’ 11. Strickland follows Young’s account into
incoherence here: ‘With the drummer gone, the rhythmic element was essentially eliminated, and
the music in a sense was permitted to retrogress towards the unaccented sustenance of [Young’s] Trio
[for Strings] of 1958.’ See Minimalism: Origins, 157.

71 Gann, ‘The Outer Edge of Consonance’, 166. Young outlines similarities in these tuning systems in
‘Notes on the Theatre of Eternal Music’, 4–5.
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of it are, listeners unfamiliar with the intricacies of just intonation could be excused for
joining contemporary audiences in thinking that Young was simply out of tune: ‘We
gave a concert once at Rutgers University while LaMonte was still playing saxophone,’
John Cale writes in his autobiography. ‘He stopped playing fast and spent all his time
trying to get in tune and couldn’t […] There was a riot; people booed’.72 Young’s
intention to play within and around what Joseph calls ‘the iron triangle’ of the Cale–
Conrad–Zazeela drone by simplifying his rhythmic approach was only a partial success.
As Young told Kostelanetz a few years later, pure intervals are available ‘to the singer
and the violin player’, though surely not to a saxophone player.73 As the audience at
Rutgers learnt, intonational difficulties would have been endemic to attempting to
escape equal temperament with a sopranino saxophone.
During that same three-month gap, Conrad and Cale each added ‘cheap contact

microphones, the kind […] which were available from any street corner electronics
store’ to their string instruments.74 This increased not only the volume but also the
distortion and timbral blend of the ensemble. The importance of this shift in
amplification and timbre cannot be overstated in considering the trajectory the
ensemble carried into the next two years. Pickups and amplification allowed for more
precise – though rudimentary –mixing, andmoreover drew attention to the expanding
presence of combination and difference tones on the rehearsal tapes.75 This had the
secondary effect of exacerbating the difficulty in distinguishing who (if anyone) was
performing a given pitch audible on the tape. The ensemble’s sound was suddenly
dominated by the iron triangle: the exponential, combined power of Conrad andCale’s
strings with Zazeela’s increasingly obdurate vocal drone, all compounded by amplifi-
cation of their instruments’ harmonics, produced a clashing array of wildly beating
timbral and psychoacoustic effects.76 This was the beginning of the period that would
later allow Cale to describe his viola as sounding ‘like a jet engine’ as a result of his
flattened bridge (to bow three strings simultaneously), amplification and heavy guitar

72 John Cale and Victor Bockris, What’s Welsh for Zen? The Autobiography of John Cale (London:
Bloomsbury, 1999), 60–1.

73 Young, quoted in Kostelanetz, The Theatre of Mixed Means, 208.
74 TimMitchell, Sedition andAlchemy: ABiography of JohnCale (Chester Springs, PA: PeterOwen, 2003),

37.The issue ofwhen contactmicrophoneswere added to the strings remains unclear. Potter writes that
the first use occurred on 9 October 1964 at the Philadelphia College of Art (Four Musical Minimalists,
70); on the WKCR broadcast, C. C. Hennix claims that ‘28 XI 63 / the overday’, nearly a full year
earlier, was the first tape to feature string amplification. I rely here onwhat strikesme as rather obviously
thefirst occasion onwhich the high harmonics theywere pursuing through amplification are evident on
tape. For a compelling and potentially relevant account of Cage’s use of pickups in a New York
Philharmonic concert on 9 February 1964, see Piekut, Experimentalism Otherwise, 20–64.

75 The question of volume, amplification, and what David Chapman calls ‘presence’ are pivotal to
understanding the early development ofminimalism. SeeDavid Chapman, ‘Collaboration, Presence,
and Community: The Philip Glass Ensemble in Downtown New York, 1966–1976’ (Ph.D.
dissertation, Washington University in St Louis, 2013), 89–95; Joseph, Beyond the Dream Syndicate,
73; and JeremyGrimshaw, ‘High, “Low”, and Plastic Arts: Philip Glass and the Symphony in the Age
of Postproduction’, Musical Quarterly, 86/3 (Autumn 2002), 472–507.

76 Joseph, Beyond the Dream Syndicate, 27.
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strings. ‘It became clear that if he and I droned together that there was no stopping us,’
Conrad told me; ‘that it was as powerful a sound as heavy metal.’77

If the drone was no longer a supportive, homophonic background to Young’s
saxophone virtuosity, what was it? In her essay on the Varèse–Mingus Greenwich
House tapes, Brigid Cohen repeatedly asserts that because neither figure made a
proprietary or autobiographical claim over the sonic labour they recorded, the tapes
remained historically unmarked.78 The ‘day of the holy mountain’ is, in contrast, a site
of deep contestation over the potential of the drone it records. It marks a clear shift in
Young’s original ensemble intention as a result of both technological changes and
available performing forces. As part of a proleptical effort later to claim the history of
the Theatre of EternalMusic as their own, Young andZazeela inscribed the tape within
the history of their work – perhaps the pre-history of their work – by giving it the
alternative title ‘Pre-Tortoise Dream Music’. This title sets the ‘day of the holy
mountain’ tape as a historical precedent to Young’s theoretically unending work The
Tortoise, his Dreams and Journeys. In giving the tape a new name, separate from the
MacLise dates used to identify most of the other tapes (that is, the specific iterations of
The Tortoise, his Dreams and Journeys), Young and Zazeela draw it out of the otherwise
unmarked tapes in the archive as evidence of a particular narrative thread they wanted
to present on WKCR in 1984. Perhaps most significantly, thinking purely in terms of
musical analysis, the tape is a testament to Young’s departure from his Coltrane- and
Coleman-inspired ‘fast saxophone’ playing. Any remaining attachment to the free jazz
scene had been excised – rather paradoxically in that in fully articulating the drone as
the sole content of their performance practice, they also came nearer to the collectivist
and egalitarian textural conceptions that gave rise to the free jazz revolution (and to
Coleman’s conception of Harmolodics).
For Cale, in contrast, the tape attests to his and Conrad’s newfound successes as

equals in its compositional direction, particularly as it marked a transition into the
next phase of their work together. ‘Eventually we just drove La Monte off the
saxophone […] so he started singing. […] To this day he refuses to acknowledge
our contributions.’79 The ‘day of the holy mountain’ tape, I contend, establishes a
historiographical boundary in understanding the ensemble: for Conrad and Cale, it
marks their first major victory over Young’s solitary ensemble conception (modal
saxophoneþdrone) and is thus a movement towards the Theatre of Eternal Music
collective; for Young and Zazeela, it marks another incremental step towards his
‘lifelong’ composition The Tortoise, his Dreams and Journeys and helps articulate his
rational progression between stylistic territories. In marking this chiastic historical
inscription, it is the most significant tape for both the institutional canonization of
Young as a composer and marking the emergence of the collectivist politics of the

77 Tony Conrad, conversation with the author, 27 August 2015.
78 Brigid Cohen, ‘Enigmas of the Third Space: Mingus and Varèse at Greenwich House, 1957’, Journal

of the American Musicological Society, 71/1 (Spring 2018), 155–211 (p. 164).
79 Cale and Bockris, What’s Welsh for Zen?, 60–1.
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Theatre of EternalMusic that has drawn somany artists andmusicians to their sound
in the last two decades.

Drones for voicesþstrings: the Theatre of Eternal Music 1964–5
(and 2000)

At some point in the months following April 1964, Young abandoned the saxophone
and began singing as part of the drone in recognition of the new direction the
ensemble had taken. There is no publicly available recording, however, of the first
performances in this formation; for example, theWKCRbroadcast has a gap between
‘day of the holy mountain/Pre-Tortoise Dream Music’, and the August 1966 tape The
Celebration of the Tortoise. Where the audible record is silent, documentation speaks
volumes. In contrast to the focus, in 1963 and 1964, on developing their practice in
rehearsal, late 1964 and 1965 saw the group performing regularly around New York
and the surrounding area. As Conrad’s and Cale’s choice to add contact microphones
made the sound increasingly homogeneous, they raised ‘a problem [Young] never
dreamed of ’:80 how to bill equally several participants in egalitarian compositional
activity in a field that typically relies on the inscription of a single authorial name at the
top of scores and in programmes. The inscription of collective responsibility and even
collective authorship is not an issue in relation to which Western art music has
traditionally excelled. As such, they had to improvise. The group came to the
conclusion that their ideal of distributed and collaborative authority was best repre-
sented by graphically inscribing all four members’ names in what Young calls a
‘diamond shape’, as a means of ‘giving the musicians billing as performers with no
mention of a composer’ (see Figure 1).81 On programmes and concert announce-
ments, Zazeela’s calligraphic inscription of the diamond visually symbolized a growing
awareness of the collective’s egalitarian political and textural organization, even in the
absence of audio documentation, by orienting the four names equidistant (top and
bottom, left and right) from the title of the performance.82

Despite their omission from the WKCR broadcast, there are two tapes from 1965
that circulate broadly. As mentioned above, in 2000 the record label Table of the
Elements released Day of Niagara, the first and only commercial recording of the
Theatre of Eternal Music in the quartet formation I am examining here. The release of
Day of Niagara aided in complicating the history of minimalism beyond the ‘meta-
physical’ narrative pervasive in the 1990s.83 Drawn from a leaked copy of a 25 April

80 Young, ‘Notes on the Theatre of Eternal Music’, 24.
81 Ibid.
82 I consider Zazeela’s design as a graphic articulation of collective authorship in The Names of

Minimalism. Zazeela’s collaborative light-installation work began with the December 1965 Film-
makers’Cinematheque concert. Their use of Zazeela’s light boxes was the reason for their inclusion in
this important festival.

83 Kyle Gann and Brian Duguid each wrote articles outlining many of the new archival releases of this
period: Gann, ‘Minimalism Isn’t Pretty: Tony ConradMakes a Truculent Comeback’, Village Voice,
43/17 (29 April 1998), 141, 145; Duguid, ‘The Primer’, The Wire, 206 (April 2001), 50–7.
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1965 tape recorded (and archived) in Young and Zazeela’s Church Street loft, the
release drew widespread praise and enthusiasm, despite its low quality. Pitchfork
described the group as the origin of all manner of experimental impulses ranging from
Lou Reed’sMetal Machine Music to Sonic Youth’s ongoing series of experimental EPs;
another critic referred to it as ‘the most important historical release of the year’.84

Despite the critical reception, the recording was released without permission from

Figure 1 Inside cover of East End Theatre programme, 4 March 1965.

84 Table of the Elements maintains a website that gathers press reactions to the release. See
tableoftheelements.org.
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Young and Zazeela, leading to their public condemnation and the most focused period
in the public feud over the authorial status of the drones captured on these tapes.
Conrad had aspired to making his disagreement over the ensemble public since his
1990 pickets; in 2000 he delighted in telling PeterMargasak of theNew York Times, ‘If
I had all of these tape copies sitting on my shelf right now, you’d probably not have the
advantage of all this rich discourse.’85

The public existence of this tape points to other figures beyond Conrad and Cale
who rejected Young’s secrecy. In an open letter, Dreyblatt acknowledged that he had
made the copy while he was working as Young’s tape archivist from 1974 to 1976.86

Frustrated at his inability to hear the music, and as the only person with access to the
tapes, Dreyblatt made a copy for his own private listening. The tape was chosen
somewhat at random: he had a Revox machine which could only play 7.5 inch per
second tapes, so he chose one at hand from the archive that fit the format of what he
knew to be their most important period.87 He later gave a copy to Jim O’Rourke, who
at some point turned it over to Conrad when he found out that he had not heard the
music he had been involved in making. Conrad then passed it onto Jeff Hunt of
Table of the Elements who, after much consideration of possible legal ramifications,
released it. Day of Niagara was a major release for the revered experimental record
label. ‘What really frustrated me about the whole bruhaha overDay of Niagara’, Hunt
told me in 2018, ‘is that I often got the impression that nobody actually read Early
Minimalism. The essays in it. Tony anticipated – correctly – and addressed all the
things that you read in La Monte’s 27-page diatribe – years in advance of La Monte’s
response being made public.’88 Like Conrad in his Early Minimalism essay, Hunt is
biting in his critique of Young: ‘What LaMonte is most determined to assert is this role
of the composer. As far as Tony was concerned they were demolishing it, and as far as
La Monte was concerned, he was its epitome.’89

Young’s open letter articulates several critiques of the release: it does not meet the
high standards for recording quality and packaging that Young and Zazeela set for their
work; it includesMacLise, despite the fact that he had not been taking part regularly in
rehearsals at that point (and sounds as if he is having a hard time positioning his
drumming in relation to the cohesive, solid voiceþstring drone); and the tape speed is
incorrect, as evidenced by the pitch of the underlying electric drone around 82 Hz,
which Young notes should sound a solid 80 Hz, a perfect fourth above the 60 Hz hum
of the North American power grid.90 For Hunt, the commercial release was a political
intervention parallel to Conrad and Cale’s original insistence upon their collaborative
involvement: making the tape commercially available was intended to give historical
evidence and theoretical sound to Conrad’s ongoing challenge to the necessity of the
role of the composer. Conrad and Cale regularly refer to the Theatre of Eternal Music

85 Conrad, quoted in Margasak, ‘Amid the Drone’.
86 Dreyblatt, ‘Niagara squalls’.
87 Arnold Dreyblatt, phone conversation with the author, 6 September 2019.
88 Jeff Hunt, phone conversation with the author. 18 December 2018.
89 Ibid.
90 Young, ‘Notes on the Theatre of Eternal Music’, 14.
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as ‘the Dream Syndicate’ for this reason, calling upon the long history of syndicalist
factory occupations in which workers continued production under their own auton-
omous organization as proof of the non-necessity of heteronomous management.91 In
much the same way, with the release of Day of Niagara Conrad and Cale polemically
insisted upon their equal rights to the tapes that Young had, they suggest, locked away
from both the performers and their potential listening public. In officially releasing
Dreyblatt’s copied tape, Table of the Elements for the first time inserted into the public
consciousness the collective sound of the Theatre of Eternal Music as a droning
collective. This is the period that Young elided on WKCR, between what he calls
‘Pre-Tortoise DreamMusic’ and ‘The Celebration of the Tortoise’; it is also the period
during which they specifically took on the collective name, beginning in December
1964.92

There is little to say about the recording itself. It is of extremely poor quality, even by
the standards of these bootleg tapes. As Young notes, this is certainly more of a
‘rehearsal’ tape than a performance. MacLise had not been performing regularly with
the ensemble at this point; a listener with little context for what this recording is would
be excused for thinking his drumming was just the hissing and popping of tape noise.
Cale’s strings are extremely present, stable and unwavering, andConrad locks in tightly
with him. The four regular members hold together with precision, but the tape’s most
prominent feature is nevertheless its distortion and poor fidelity.While it is imperfect, I
hear the shabbiness of the recording as being representative of Conrad’s rejection
(shared by Cale and now also Hunt) of Young’s eternal, metaphysical articulation of
not only the Theatre of Eternal Music, but also, by extension, minimalist music. That
is, the tape (im)perfectly captures the sound of the ensemble as subtending something
radically different from what Young’s selective tape leaks and self-narrative had
suggested to date. It is more an insurrectionary political argument against Young’s
concept of authorship than a strong musical statement.
The only other 1965 recording I am aware of, the ‘15 VIII 65 / day of the antler’, is

one of the few tapes (along with ‘day of hummingbird night’) that I have been unable to
track down ‘in the wild’, as it were, and thus whose source I cannot verify. It is also their
only tape for which a score exists in public circulation.93 Young’s choice to transcribe
that tape suggests that it was a particularly accurate representation of what Young
considered the group’s intended sound in 1965. Moreover, as it was included in
Potter’s Four Musical Minimalists in 2000, it is very likely that Young allowed
publication of the score on the grounds that, if his dispute with Conrad over authorial

91 I think here of, for example, the 1973 strike by syndicalist workers at the Lip Factory in France under
the slogan, ‘It is possible: we produce, we sell, we pay ourselves.’ See Jacques Rancière, Althusser’s
Lesson, trans. Emiliano Battista (London: Continuum, 2011), 82.

92 Previous scholarship has always followed Young’s claim that the collective name the Theatre of
Eternal Music was not used until March 1965. See Strickland, Minimalism: Origins, 159. Joseph
repeats the claim in Beyond the Dream Syndicate (p. 26), as does Jacques Donguy in LaMonte Young:
Inside of Sounds (Château-Gontier: Éditions Aedam Musicae, 2016) (p. 104). I disprove this claim
and push the date back to late 1964 in The Names of Minimalism.

93 Potter, Four Musical Minimalists, 75.
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propriety should ever actually end up in court (a distinct possibility around the time of
the release of Day of Niagara and Four Musical Minimalists), a score bearing his name
and included in a book published by Cambridge University Press would offer
potentially unimpeachable evidence within the burdens of proof set by American
copyright.
The tape is most notable for its sustained precision: this is likely the sound that most

writers imagine when they describe the group as holding an unchanging drone. Young
sings relatively low, though audibly, in opposition to Conrad’s violin, which plays
changing dyads over Cale’s incredibly stable viola; Zazeela’s voice is strong and present,
though it becomes particularly audible when she and Conrad, operating in the same
range, clash, producing a rhythmic beating. Potter describes the piece as outlining ‘an
unclassifiable mode in just intonation including flattened fourths and sevenths, very
flat sixths, plus very sharp fourths and sevenths’.94 The pitches included in the score
align well with those audible on the circulating recording, offering pretty solid
confirmation that it is the same tape – or at least that the group had a consistent
sound during the summer of 1965. The ensemble is clearly stratified throughout, with
Young, Zazeela and Cale sharing eight pitches, all relations of 7, 3 or 2 to the
fundamental, between 120 Hz and 320 Hz. Young and Zazeela each rock back and
forth between an octave of the fundamental and a variety of just sevenths close below
it. Conrad is nimbler, covering, often in double stops, eight pitches ranging in the
octave from 320 Hz to 640 Hz. This tape likely represents the quartet at its
performative peak in the middle of a year of numerous live performances (see
Table 3). Young did not present a tape from this period on WKCR, and few circulate
online. Considering the fact that he chose to transcribe this tape, it is likely that Young,
too, recognizes that this is the group at its best. I contend that the relative rarity of
recordings from this period attests to Young’s anxieties about presenting this sound as
the work of the Theatre of Eternal Music.
The ensemble’s interaction and sounding stability in the recordingmakes a clear case

for Conrad’s claim of leaderless collectivity. For me, the interest of this sound is its
collective articulation and its organization around listening together, ‘inside the
sound’, to the beating upper harmonics and working on them together. To hear this
and imagine a singular composer having conceived and directed that novel practice of
listening, performance method and collective interaction is to refuse to hear the
granular detail of deliberative relationships developed through extensive devotion to
time spent producing sound together. The goal is to listen to this as a singular sound,
multiply articulated. I can readily imagine an autonomous, egalitarian collective
developing this sound through deliberation, practice, time and trust; to imagine this
as one person’s compositional plan instead calls me into an obfuscating space of
mystification, one in which conceptual clashes are not directly considered, but evaded
through the alibi of a single author.95 This again calls upon the difference, outlined by

94 Ibid., 74.
95 This description approaches the broader issue, not particularly well addressed in music scholarship,

that there are things that as collective action make perfect sense but which would become
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Kwami Coleman, between polyphony and heterophony. Indeed, Coleman’s framing
allows us to imagine this distinction as not only musical, but also political; this is very
much how Conrad used the term heterophony in his booklet notes to Slapping
Pythagoras, though for him the contrast is not with polyphony but homophony. He
writes that homophony is ‘repressive’, its ‘“perfection” debases the performer’. By
contrast, heterophony imagines ‘each person sounding their own voice; no blending
into one; no overarching sound packaging; no universal understanding’.96 In short, the
difference between heterophony and more normative Euro-American textural ideals
can be registered not only as a primary difference in the music ‘itself ’, but also as a
secondary difference in how one understands the organization of many voices. Hearing

TABLE 3
KNOWN LIVE PERFORMANCES BY THE THEATRE OF ETERNAL MUSIC

Date Venue

15, 22, 29 July; 5 August 1962 (afternoon &
evening sets); 12, 19, 26 August 1962

10–4 Gallery, New York

19 May 1963 George Segal’s farm, North Brunswick, New Jersey

14 June 1963 3rd Rail Gallery, 49 East Broadway, New York

21 June 1963 Hardware Poets Playhouse, 115 West 54 Street, New York

22, 23 June 1963 3rd Rail Gallery

27 June 1963 Hardware Poets Playhouse

19 August 1963 The Pocket Theatre, New York

27, 28, 29 September; 4, 5, 6 October 1963 Hardware Poets Playhouse

19 November 1963 Music Activities Building, Rutgers University, New Jersey

9 October 1964 Courtyard Studio, Philadelphia College of Art

30, 31 October; 1, 20, 21, 22 November;
12, 13 December 1964

The Pocket Theatre

25 February; 4 March 1965 The East End Theatre, 85 East 4th Street, New York

7 March 1965 Home of Henry Geldzahler, New York

16 October 1965 The Theatre Upstairs, The Playhouse, Pittsburgh

4, 5 December 1965 Filmmakers’ Cinematheque, 80 Wooster Street, New York

24, 25, 26, 27 February 1966 Larry Poons’s loft, ‘The Four Heavens’, 295 Church Street,
New York

30 July 1966 Christophe de Menil’s farm, Amagansett, Long Island, New York

20 August 1966 Sundance Festival, Upper Black Eddy, Pennsylvania

incomprehensibly complex if they were one person’s delegation. Conrad makes essentially this point,
in his ironic mode, at the end of Tyler Hubby’s 2016 documentary Tony Conrad: Completely in the
Present by standing on a street corner in New York and ‘composing’ the traffic as it passes.

96 Tony Conrad, booklet notes to Slapping Pythagoras (Table of the Elements V-23, 1995).
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heterophonically means insisting on hearing the interaction of voices as multiple,
equivalent, and decentralized. It means historians not starting by asking who is
singularly responsible for writing what they hear.

Timbral indistinction as compositional and political principle: 1966

At different points during their tenure, Young and Conrad each described the
timbral indistinction of their drones in similar language that prioritized the
combined impact of high amplification, intense focus on tuning and intonation,
difference tone production and ‘getting inside the sound’. In a 1966 essay, Conrad
wrote, ‘After the years pass, we fail to have consciousness of the changes: the voices
sound like something else, the violin is the echo of the saxophone, the viola is by day
frightening rock ‘n [sic] roll orchestras, by night the sawmill.’97 These innovations
could only have come from ‘the first generation with magnetic tape, with proper
amplification to break down the dictatorial sonority barriers’.98 That same year
Young told Kostelanetz, ‘There can never be any dissonance in this system, unless
things get out of hand – somebody wavers, somebody misses his pitch, the
machinery goes haywire.’99 In a 13 November 1965 letter to Yates, Conrad wrote,

The only way to convert such a bewildering array of material [20 or more pitches to the
octave] into a mosaic so fine that it seems nobody even changes pitch is to maintain
extremely exact intonation.When overtones and especially difference tones are artificially
made loud enough to contribute significantly to the total sound [via amplification], they
must be kept in tune as surely as the fundamentals, or their audibly recognizable
relationships will be lost in a torrent of pulsating arbitrary beat rhythms.100

Dreyblatt used much the same language in our conversation:

Sometimes La Monte would say they’d change chords every few weeks [laughs]. I don’t
know if that’s true, but certainly the idea was focusing over a long period of time… The
sine waves would be going and you’d come and you’d pick a chord and lock in and stay in
it. So what you’re hearing is the inconsistencies, basically, of trying to do that.101

The group’s drone is a focused harmonic stasis, resulting from a deliberative perfor-
mance practice keenly attuned to rhythmic beating and inconsistencies in the decen-
tralized, collective sound.
The complex, sustained harmonic relationships of the 1965 and 1966 tapes result

from collective attention to timbre and intonation; shared, daily labour of listening to

97 Conrad, ‘Inside the Dream Syndicate’ Film Culture 41 (1966), 5–8 (pp. 7–8).
98 Ibid.
99 Kostelanetz, Theatre of Mixed Means, 213.
100 Conrad, letter to Peter Yates, 13 November 1965, UC San Diego Library, Special Collections &

Archives. Peter Yates Papers, 1927–1976 (MSS 14), Box 3, Folder 36. This letter was subsequently
published in Tony Conrad, Writings, ed. Constance DeJong and Andrew Lampert (New York:
Primary Information, 2019), 298–300.

101 Arnold Dreyblatt, conversation with the author, 17 September 2014. Author’s transcription and
emphasis.
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and upholding the drone; and the new technological possibilities of amplification and
affordable tape recorders. The performers rely on the audible, rhythmic beating that
results from falling out of the pure numerical proportions of just intonation to control
the tuning of the difference tones which themselves result from each performer’s
chosen fundamental pitch (that is, the pitch they ‘actually’ play). Joseph rightly notes
that the most consistent connecting factor among the prominent, classic works of
minimalism – including those by the Theatre of Eternal Music – is an investigation of
the boundary or relation between rhythms and pitch.102 As Young writes, ‘tuning is a
function of time’; as Conrad said on his protest placard in 1990, ‘long durations are
small intervals’. Each pitch chosen, then, is refracted in the resulting overtones – if,
theoretically, each performer is holding a fundamental in purely tuned relationships
governed by the numbers 2, 3 and 7, there should be a total absence of beating and
dissonance in the entire sound.When this works, the effect is striking – but it is almost
always fleeting, as even slight shifts in bow pressure or vocal and manual precision lead
each performer (and all the performers) to waver slightly from their chosen funda-
mental. Much of the difficulty in analysing the recordings (beyond poor tape quality
and variable copying speeds) is the often surprising harmonic supplements created
when players lock into precise intervallic consonance – or, in contrast, when they slip
out of and produce sharp rhythmic beating. Cale described the contrast with his earlier
classical playing: ‘As the strings were amplified […] [the difference tones] all sort of
grabbed each other because they were all vibrant in a ratio. It was like a lock that
physically happened between the parts of the instrument, and when that happened it
was very strong.’103

Moreover, the singers favoured what Young described to Kostelanetz as a nasal tone
that reduced the chance harmonics introduced by using the mouth as a resonating
chamber and employing what Young calls an ‘uh’ vowel (I would call it ‘ahh’, or even
‘ahhhnn’ in reflecting its decisive nasal colour) suggestive of the seventh harmonic.104

In a much later home recording called ‘Tony’s Lesson in Harmonics’, Conrad uses this
timbre to vocalize an intoned text that didactically outlines different just intonation
harmonic relations via computer manipulation of the pitch of his voice. For Conrad,
the timbral effect was in keeping with what he called the ‘high lonesome sound’,
drawing attention to his association of their work with American vernacular musical
traditions like country, bluegrass and blues.105 The sound is also evident in another
early tape that has not circulated online in any capacity to date. In a 28-minute duet on
‘Ohburyme not on the lone prairie’, Young repeatedly intones the song’s text, drawing
out the final pitch of each phrase well beyond its measured length into long, melismatic
passages that foreshadow his later work with sine waves and indeed his study with
Pandit Pran Nath. Conrad’s violin is less oriented towards stable reproduction of a

102 Joseph, Beyond the Dream Syndicate, 73.
103 Pouncey, ‘Inside the Dream Syndicate’, 44.
104 Kostelanetz, Theatre of Mixed Means, 211.
105 The term ‘high lonesome sound’ is most often credited to filmmaker, musician and folklorist John

Cohen, whose 1962 film of the same name depictedmusic-making amongKentucky labourers and in
churches.
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drone, but rather holds long, just intonation dyads, accurately combining the ensem-
ble’s sound with the overall feel of what Flynt at the time called ‘hillbilly’music, as well
as the cowboy songs Young had been brought up singing in Utah. Indeed, Young’s
speaking voice – quite high and extremely nasal – certainly had its own impact on the
Theatre of Eternal Music’s sound.106

These efforts in tuning and intonation, duration and patience, consistency and
constancy, muscle memory and dexterity measure the intensity of the drone as a
collective practice of knowing. This collective practice only received its sincere poetic
elaboration in an essay Conrad published in the booklet notes to Early Minimalism:
‘We lived inside the sound, for years. As our precision increased, almost infinitesimal
pitch changes would become glaring smears across the surface of the sound.’107 The
binary of (in)accuracy or (in)consistency in these pitch relationships becomes the often
unspoken ground of the retroactive historicizations mobilized by Young and Conrad:
while Young turned towards ever more accurate sine wave generators and Rayna
synthesizers to stabilize relationships that he views as sullied by rhythmic beating
(as when he described the ‘haywire’ possibility of things ‘get[ting] out of hand’),
Conrad most often performed solo on a violin that he expected to go out of tune.
A well-kept secret of Conrad’s violin practice later in life is that he added frets to his
instrument; as he told me when I expressed my shock that he, of all players, in light of
his experimental and intonational goals, would add frets to his instrument, he joked:
‘Why not make life easy for yourself?’
The group’s timbral and collective aspirations are best evinced by the final circulating

bootleg, a tape known as ‘The Celebration of the Tortoise’ that Young included in the
WKCR broadcast.108 It comes from the summer of 1966, marking another full year
gap in the online bootleg archive, this time following ‘day of the antler’. It is also the
only tape circulating online that was recorded during a live performance with an
audience, rather than during a rehearsal at Young and Zazeela’s loft.109 The event, held
as part of the Midsummer Festival at the home of wealthy arts patron Christophe de
Menil, was again promoted with flyers in Zazeela’s calligraphy mailed to friends and
collaborators.110 Above the fold, Zazeela drew an ornate map of the rural region with
directions to the event stage; below, the title ‘The Celebration of the Tortoise’ is
encircled by the four performers’ names, the font and typographic positioning more

106 Neither tape is available online, but they were played for me from private collections during my
research.

107 Conrad, booklet notes to Early Minimalism, 24.
108 I have never seen this designation used anywhere online or in print, but for consistency with

MacLise’s calendar, the tape would be called ‘30 VII 1966 / day of the millstone’; the tape is the
only instance in which Young has never used theMacLise date, and the only concert by the Theatre of
Eternal Music where the title on the poster and on the circulating recording align. For more, see
Nickleson, The Names of Minimalism.

109 The ‘day of niagra’ tape was recorded at a dinner party at the Church Street loft, and so featured a few
listeners (includingHenryGeldzahler, Bob and Laura Benson,DianeWakoski andMacLise’s partner
Araby Stillman). See Young, ‘On Table of the Elements CD 74, “Day of Niagara”’.

110 See Nickleson, The Names of Minimalism.
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proportionately balanced than in earlier invitations (see Figure 2). Photographs of the
event by Frederick Eberstadt, who was profiling Conrad for Look magazine, show a
large crowd, in whichWalter and Susanne deMaria are the only people whose presence
I can confirm;111 the invitations are present in the archives of Steve Reich (who was in
San Francisco at the time, and certainly did not attend), Peter Yates, AnnHalprin (both
of whom may have attended) and presumably many others.
The recorded and graphic traces of the event stage the apotheosis of their collective

conception. In a tape recorded that weekend, Riley’s low voice is unmistakably
distinct from those of Young and Zazeela, both of whom integrate closely with
Conrad’s violin. By singing in a much lower register, Riley creates entirely new
harmonic effects never before possible in the group. Because Cale’s viola had long
provided a noise floor to the recordings, the impression of root movement or
harmonic progression had been impossible, or at least evaded. In contrast, Riley’s
low voice and melismatic melodic conception – often resembling modal pre-
cadential formulas – creates the impression of harmonic movement by implying
moving, fundamental pitches. The manner in which the three voices intertwine and
float around Conrad’s now solitary strings provides a remarkable analogue to the
clean and tightly intertwined calligraphic invitation that Zazeela designed for the
event. Even the recording from Amagansett is of much higher quality than earlier
ones. This is likely the result of several factors: they are performing within a larger
space in contrast to Young and Zazeela’s apartment; they may have had better
recording equipment on loan from de Menil or another wealthy patron; and, in
Riley, they had a single voice in place of Cale’s pervasive, noisy triad played on
an altered viola with an improvised added pickup – not the highest-fidelity founda-
tion upon which to build the sound, for all of its value in terms of power, obstinacy
and intensity. Here, the lightness and clarity of their the sound allows it to hover in a
space somewhere just above the buzz of the North American power grid: an audible
60 Hz hum creates the impression of a physical grid against which to register
‘inconsistencies in the sound’, much as Zazeela’s bowed gong had in the less
meticulous era of ‘the fire is a mirror’.112 (Diane Wakoski wrote of a private bowed
gong performance that Young and Zazeela’s sound was so powerful and rigid, but
perhaps fragile, that ‘the room was like glass’.113) Jacques Donguy reproduces a
diagram of the ensemble’s setup for that weekend, including an amplified turtle
motor at 120 Hz (an octave above the ‘fundamental’ of the AC current at 60 Hz) and

111 Terry Riley, letter to Steve Reich, 2 August 1966, Paul Sacher Stiftung, Sammlung Steve Reich. I
further discuss this tape in relation to Riley in ‘Terry Riley in New York, 1965–1969’, in Ecstatic
Aperture: Perspectives on the Life and Work of Terry Riley (Cherbourg: Shelter Press, forthcoming).

112 Electric hums have played a central part in Young’s mythobiography, particularly the electric
transformer outside the gas station his grandfather managed in Montpelier, Idaho. See Grimshaw,
Draw a Straight Line, 93.More recently,MichaelMaizels has built on this biographical detail to mark
an interest, shared with Dan Flavin, in electrical current. In and Out of Phase: An Episodic History of
Art and Music in the 1960s (Ann Arbor, MI: University of Michigan Press, 2020), 21–2.

113 Diane Wakoski, ‘The Theater [sic] of Eternal Music’, Ikon, 2/11: The Sixties (November 1990),
77–83 (p. 78). Originally printed in Ikon, 1/4 (October 1967), 15–19.
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a sine wave generator at 210 Hz (7/2 to the fundamental).114 The ensemble, with
their engineer Robert Adler, placed the hum(s) in the foreground as a tuning
reference for the performance. In its stability, clarity and almost-annoying-but-
also-entirely-familiar nature, the hum allows the performance to lift off in a way
that no earlier recording had. The recording feels more stable, more ‘droning’, and
lighter than any earlier ones, even in light of Riley’s one-off recorded appearance and
melodic tendencies. If, as Cale has remarked, his amplified three-string viola drone
had a sound like a jet engine, ready to take off, this performance has the effect of a
modest, concentrated hovering a few inches off the ground.
The pervasive hum, combined with my ongoing discussion of the centrality of these

tapes as tapes points to the medium specificity of the Theatre of Eternal Music’s entire
project: ground hum and tape hiss are their tonic and stage. Conrad noted as much in
an electrical sense:

[The music opens up a] collaborative awareness of the machines. Alternating current is
pouring into this building; we only alter, modify, store, and use it as our energies direct.
We treat it with respect of machines for the source of all power, and it gives us the 6th
partial of our Tonic, 10 [cycles per second]. It is in the air. Outside the domain of
60 cycle current, our music will fall less resonantly on the city ear, the most tonal of all
cultures.115

Beyond the hum of alternating current, the buzzing tape machines, amplifiers and
cheap microphones might be a necessary condition of this music. Young and Zazeela
foresaw such possibilities when in the booklet notes to the ‘Black Album’ they banned
reproduction on any ‘retrieval system now known or to be invented’.116 Maybe its

Figure 2 Detail of Marian Zazeela’s calligraphy as printed on invitation flyers. Invitation to
30 July 1966 performance in Amagansett, Long Island.

114 Donguy, La Monte Young: Inside of Sounds, 106–7.
115 Conrad, ‘Inside the Dream Syndicate’, 7. Conrad wrote an essay on some of the same issues for the

programme to a performance Rhys Chatham gave as ‘Dr. Drone’ in 1972. See ‘On 60 Cycles, 1972’
in Tony Conrad: Writings (New York: Primary Information, 2019), 104–6.

116 La Monte Young andMarian Zazeela, 31 VII 69 10:26 – 10:49 PM / 23 VIII 64 2:50:45 – 3:11 AM
The Volga Delta (Edition X LP 1079, 1969).
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digital circulation is inappropriate to the material. Conrad has had similar concerns
about the necessity of the temporal relationships put in play by specific reproduction
technologies. The circulation of his 1966 filmThe Flicker has been severely limited not
for concerns over rarity or access, but because the film plays on the interrelationship
between the speed of the film projector, the refresh rate of the optical nerve and the
impact of the projection bulb.117 That is, The Flicker cannot be digitized without
losing its specific impact; the same might be true of the Theatre of Eternal Music’s
tapes. Online file-sharing does not offer the same medium limitations as Revox
tape machines, direct copies and radio broadcast; nevertheless, listeners who helped
organize and disseminate large folders of the ensemble’s music in the late 1990s and
early 2000smay have felt some sympathetic connection as they listened to their dial-up
modem – buzzing, clicking, falling in and out of phase –making its connection to the
‘world-wide web’. The drones are (re)defined across these changes in mediation as they
continue to escape Young’s enclosure. In much the same way, the drones continue to
provide a counter-argument to his contractual epistemology of pristine works, existing
outside circulation, upholding proper authorial relationships. The drones make the
case that the system has gone haywire.

Conclusion

My primary concern in this essay was to round up and sort through the escaped tapes
from the years of collaboration between Cale, Conrad, Young and Zazeela. Ordered
chronologically, they unsettle the existing narrative of the ensemble’s work together,
which too often relied on Young’s cosmic autobiographical fixations to uphold his
repressive concept of authorship.118 The work of tracking this ensemble’s history is still
necessarily incomplete; broader access to tapes from late 1964 and 1965 could entirely
undermine my version of events. I would enthusiastically invite the public appearance
of such tapes. Even within an incomplete picture, I consider wading into the existing
bootlegs in all their messy imperfection valuable for thinking through the material
history of this music. The buzzing mystery of these recordings has long been used as a
founding myth for musical minimalism: it is precisely because the music has not been
able to speak for itself that it has been easy for historians (and Young and Zazeela) to
speak on its behalf. My contention in this paper has been that these mislabelled, noisy,
unavailable tapes are not an impediment to the story, but rather the story in itself.
These tapes are not unavailable: they circulate more broadly online than their low
quality should possibly allow. Listeners are drawn to them because they are mysterious
and incomplete: they uphold a stultifying image of experimental drones and early
minimalism that plays right into the perennial forms of cultural capital in listening
communities drawn to the distortion, alternative tunings and extreme durations of this

117 Conrad explores the issue in ‘Tony Conrad on The Flicker, 1965’ and ‘Some Production Notes on
Loose Connection as a Definitional Extension of Documentary Film, 1973’, inTony Conrad:Writings,
90–7 and 108–19.

118 Grimshaw, Draw a Straight Line, 92.
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particular branch of vernacular experimentalism. In such context the tapes are some-
thing to collect and revere rather than listen to.
Combatting Young’s mobilization of their musical collaboration (or the historio-

graphical denial that there was any) towards his own needs is only one aspect of a paired
concern here. The group’s political self-conception paralleled mid-1960s discourses on
emancipation, collectivism and freedom in art and politics, growing out of conscious-
ness of racial injustice and civil rights in the free-jazz formations which should be
understood as amajor early influence. The Theatre of EternalMusic is by nomeans the
ideal model of such 1960s dreams. No group achieved ‘pure’ collectivism – if such a
thing is possible or desirable – or exactly mapped the escape from sole authorship that
troubled so many artists of the post-war generation. But certainly groups like AMM,
MEV, the Association for the Advancement of Creative Musicians, Henry Cow and
others were more dedicated, and more consensually so, to pursuing their collectivist
goals across all aspects of their creative practice and public engagement.
In contrast to these groups that articulated their political goals as part of their

organizational foundations, Young and Conrad functionally operated under diamet-
rically opposed (mis)understandings of how their work related to theories of author-
ship, creative practice and their public. Young consistently aspires to block off his work
from any public while simultaneously dismissing the relative value and merits of his
collaborators’ contributions: he credits Conrad, Cale and MacLise with such work as
‘carpentry’, ‘painting’, ‘Hoovering’, ‘polishing’ and ‘repairs’, but refuses to recognize
their contributions as equivalent to his own.119 Indirectly devaluing decades of his own
work, Youngwrites disdainfully of howConrad andCale challenged the propriety even
of the 1963 fast saxophone tapes ‘on which they (merely) held drones’.120 In so
disparaging the musical potential and authorial capacity of drones, Young seems to
undermine the musical terms on which he has claimed his modernist bona fides.
Conrad, on the other hand, has built a career on articulating the equivalent value of

different forms of labour in the creation of artistic work and the arbitrary qualifications
for the label ‘author’. In their collaborative film projects Coming Attractions and
Straight and Narrow (both 1970), for example, Conrad and his then wife Beverly
Grant carefully considered how domestic labour like cooking, cleaning and childcare
made possible the artistic labour of shooting and editing film. Such deliberations were
actualized in rethinking how to distribute formal designations of labour like ‘director’
and ‘producer’.121 Along the same lines, for Conrad, drones are not a means by which
to dismiss the contributions of particular members of the ensemble, but rather the
means by which they all collectively stepped back onto even footing and freed
themselves from the political dictates and heteronomous baggage of the role
‘composer’.

119 Young, ‘Notes on the Theatre of Eternal Music’, 17.
120 Ibid., 27.
121 See Scott MacDonald, A Critical Cinema 5: Interviews with Independent Filmmakers (Oakland, CA:

University of California Press, 2006), 75–6.
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Indeed, the role of the ‘composer’might be the misleading imposition attempting
to impose order on this whole story. If we jump way back to the start of the story, in
the months prior to the performances at the 10–4 Gallery in August 1962, the
networks of collaboration in play made space for nearly every role but that of
‘composer’. While they had all met by different means in the preceding months
and years, it was during the summer of 1962, amid the production of the director
Jack Smith’s film Flaming Creatures, that Young, Zazeela, MacLise and Conrad were
all drawn into the same orbit. Zazeela was the film’s intended muse before she met
Young and abandoned the lead role; Young appears alongside MacLise and Irving
Rosenthal in Zazeela’s conclusive tableau vivant; and Conrad lived with Smith and
created the soundtrack (in the case of the earthquake scene, by winding together the
output wires of several turntables and inserting them into his tapemachine). In 1997,
Zazeela wrote of her role in the production of the film:

In ’62, I came […] with some of my friends to make a ‘cameo’ appearance for the filming
of Flaming Creatures, a role Jack had created for me especially to commemorate the work
we had done together in his still photographs. Although Jack had written Flaming around
me as the leading lady, invited me to create the calligraphy for the film titles and credits,
and even painted the backdrop for it at my studio, my focus in life had changed abruptly
in June when La Monte Young and I fell in love and began our lifelong partnership. It
became impossible for me to play the role Jack had originally intended. Jack was crushed,
but, moving forward, he cast my high-school boyfriend’s wife, Sheila Bick, as the leading
lady, just to keep everything incestuous, and, in an inspired gesture, he used his movie
camera to film the cameo stills of me enthroned as an exotic Goya ‘Maja’ surrounded and
idolized by a group of adoring men – my real-life friends and lovers.122

In the summer of 1962, when Zazeela and Young met and became inseparable, Smith
was clearly hurt; Constantine Verevis quotes Smith’s journal, in which he wrote at the
time, ‘[T]he heart is a small room. When one person enters someone else must
leave.’123 It was at around that time, in June or July of 1962, that Smith and Conrad
began their friendship after Zazeela introduced them to one another. Conrad, who had
justmoved toNewYork fromBoston and took up residence somewhere amid the Piero
Heliczer–Angus MacLise–Jack Smith–Marian Zazeela universe of apartment swaps,
was initially unimpressed by Smith’s work, his first reaction describing it as ‘some kind
of contemptible NewYork art pornography’, but his impression quickly changed when
he helped Smithmove the film’s major backdrop, a massive grey painting of a vase with
flowers, from Zazeela’s studio up to the rooftop of the Windsor Theatre on Grand
Street as production began.124 When the cast of ‘creatures’ began arriving, spending
hours preparing themselves in elaborate costume and makeup (with sundry ingestions
along the way), Conrad was converted to Smith’s vision, and became actively involved
in the production and soundtrack.

122 Zazeela, ‘Maja Rising’, 72.
123 Jack Smith quoted in Constantine Verevis, Flaming Creatures (New York: Wallflower Press, 2020),

18.
124 Verevis, Flaming Creatures, 19.
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The notoriety that Flaming Creatures attained subsequently is the thing of avant-
gardist dreams: in the course of a single year it was censored by the New York police,
won the American Independent Film Award, and was challenged in court as porno-
graphic. The film marks an important turning point in the emergent New York
underground cinema. Whereas earlier discussion of experimental film in the United
States typically oscillated between, on the one hand, the assumption that such work
was obviously art and, on the other, what Verevis calls ‘amused paternalism’ (think
John Cage performingWater Walk on the TV programme I’ve Got a Secret in February
1960), Flaming Creatures raised the idea of experimental film as a danger in need of
censorship. This led to its eventual confiscation and trial for its unabashed play with
sexual and gender roles. As one Senator angrily noted, ‘That movie was so sick […] I
couldn’t even get aroused.’125 Despite Conrad’s impression of the pornographic
aspects of Smith’s work, for censors the film became offensive specifically in that it
was inappropriately pornographic, that its queer displays subverted heteronormative
sexual demands.
As a site of collaboration and social interaction, Flaming Creatures draws together all

members of the Theatre of Eternal Music except Cale. Production ran over eight
weekends on the rooftop of the Windsor Theatre on Grand Street, spanning the same
period as the 10–4 Gallery concerts. In such a staging, Zazeela becomes pivotal.
Regardless of his unambiguous homosexuality in a moment when many queer artists
lived within the confines of the ‘open secret’, Smith was deeply drawn to Zazeela as a
muse and friend. She was the key figure of Smith’s publication The Beautiful Book, in
which she is photographed nude, draped in lace and silks. Through reference to Smith’s
journals, Verevis shows that the entire film was imagined, shot for shot, with Zazeela as
the main figure. It crushed Smith when she became unavailable, but Zazeela never-
theless still turned up to cap the proceedings, guarded though she was by her new
partner and twomale friends – three-quarters of the 10–4Gallery ensemble, during the
period of those concerts – even on camera. And indeed, the filmic collage that
surrounds Zazeela’s enthronement is underscored by, among other things, a snippet
from the 10–4 Gallery performances, the first public reproduction of the group’s
music, and indeed the only ever sanctioned public use of it, even up to the present.
Young, MacLise, Zazeela and Name are nowhere credited for their music; the only
musical mention in the opening credits is ‘Sound – Tony Conrad’.
As compelling as it might be to pit Young as a conservative defender of art music

against Conrad as its radical liberator, Young is in fact decidedly within a radical
tradition himself. His authorial claim is explicitly from within the core of art musical
convention: he is the ideal of a modernist, a rule breaker offering a form of the ‘new’
emerging from within and deeply in defence of the priority of art music’s institutional

125 See Verevis, Flaming Creatures, 41. Verevis quotes Jack Hoberman, who writes that the film’s ‘failure
as pornography was something worse than pornography itself ’. See Hoberman, ‘The Big Heat: The
Making and Unmaking of Flaming Creatures’, Flaming Creature: Jack Smith, his Amazing Life and
Times, ed. Edward Leffingwell, Carole Kismaric and Marvin Heiferman (London and New York:
Serpent’s Tail, 1997), 152–67 (p. 165).
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privileges and methods. In contrast, every single other player in every single element of
the story I have presented here operated in relation to and perhaps upon art music
convention while living and working outside it: Conrad, a filmmaker and visual artist
who eventually rebuilt an active career inmusic as a protest against Young’s regressions;
Zazeela, a lighting artist whose unwavering voice upheld Young’s broader conceptual
apparatus over decades; MacLise, a poet, wanderer and print maker; Smith, a queer
filmmaker who pushed Conrad to rethink the terrain on which (and technological
means by which) the soundtracks of the 1940s could be made into an ecstatic and
moulding sonic surface; Baraka, whose virtuosities as a writer and listener pushed him
to a seminal critical project of the musicological critique of racialized appropriation in
music;126 Dreyblatt, whose work explicitly crosses the domains of visual art, perfor-
mance and music; and Coleman, whose identity and generic affiliations meant that his
practice of breaking with his particular authorial constraints led him towards the score,
as in his 1972 composition Skies of America or his 1962 performances at Town Hall,
New York.
That is, this story happens almost entirely outside the realms of art music and its

history. The Theatre of Eternal Music’s work marks a turning point at which music
historians must follow paths of indistinction and disciplinary refusal rather than
attempting to contain and efface those critiques.

126 See Amiri Baraka, Blues People: Negro Music in White America (New York: W. Murrow, 1963).
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